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ABSTRACT
There are many divergent opinions regarding possible differences between the performance of
hardware and software context switching implementations. However, there are no concrete
empirical measures of their true differences. Using an empirical testing methodology, this re-
search performed seven experiments, collecting quantitative performance results on hardware
and software-based context switch implementations with two and four hardware privilege level
support. The implementations measured are the hardware-based Intel IA-32 context switch,
the software-based MINIX 3 context switch, a software-based simulation of a MINIX 3 con-
text switch with four hardware privileged level support, and a software-based simulation of an
Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. Experiments were executed using the Trusted Comput-
ing Exemplar Least Privilege Separation Kernel and the Linux 2.6 Kernel. The results include
the number of cycles and time required to complete processing of each implementation. This
study concludes that the hardware-based context switching mechanism is significantly slower
than software implementation, even those that simulate the elaborate checks of the hardware
implementation. A possible reason for this is posited.
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This chapter includes a discussion on the motivation and purpose behind this thesis. Included
with this chapter is an outline of the chapters within this thesis.
1.1 Motivation
Current operating systems are built around a multitasking model, that enables them to manage
multiple programs simultaneously. This gives the user the illusion of simultaneous program
execution. Hardware and software mechanisms have both been developed to support high per-
formance multitasking, which requires a transfer of control from one process to the next. This
transfer is called context switching.
A context switch is the process performed by the operating system to switch a processor’s ex-
ecution between multiple programs. There are many steps that an operating system must take
to ensure proper management and execution of programs while performing a context switch.
This includes keeping track of certain program-specific data while accurately saving and setting
up the values necessary for successful program execution (e.g., stack addresses, the location of
program code, and values in general-purpose registers).
There are two distinct implementations of context switches utilized by modern operating system
developers. The first uses built-in hardware mechanisms to perform all the necessary processor
changes based on pre-stored values in memory. This implementation is known as a hardware
context switch. The second implementation, known as a software context switch, uses software
instructions to perform all the necessary to the processor. Both implementations have advan-
tages and disadvantages and neither are widely documented. The lack of documentation has led
to many unproven assertions about each implementation.
Current perceptions of hardware and software context switching implementations lead most de-
velopers to opt for a software implementation. The majority of developers believe that utilizing
a software implementation allows the system to have better control over the validity of the data
[1] being loaded and can be more optimized [1], meaning implementations in software can be
faster than implementations in hardware. However, no empirical evidence currently exists to
support these claims.
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1.2 Purpose of Study
The current literature on context switching implementations does not provide empirical perfor-
mance measurements to compare hardware and software based implementations. In addition,
no conclusive research exists detailing the performance differences of context switching im-
plementations that support the use of all four Intel hardware privilege levels. The research
presented here uses the Trusted Computer Exemplar (TCX) Least Privilege Separation Kernel
(LPSK), the Linux 2.6 kernel, and the MINIX 3 kernel to empirically measure the performance
differences between software and hardware context switching implementations. To compare
implementations, the number of processor cycles, as well as the time and number of instruc-
tions required to execute each implementation are collected and analyzed. The following seven
experiments were developed to gather results:
Experiment One This experiment used a Linux 2.6 kernel module to measure a software con-
text switch that loads and saves the minimal number of values needed to change the pro-
cessor’s state between tasks. The values changed during this context switch are only those
that are changed by an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. This experiment developed a
baseline of the minimum expected performance costs of a basic software implementation.
Experiment Two This experiment used a Linux 2.6 kernel module that executed and measured
the performance of the MINIX 3 software context switch.
Experiment Three Using a modified version of the TCX LPSK, this experiment measured the
performance of the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
Experiment Four This experiment, using a Linux 2.6 kernel module, measured performance
of a modified version of the MINIX 3 software context switch implementation. This
implementation provides support for tasks that use the four Intel IA-32 hardware privilege
levels.
Experiment Five Using a Linux 2.6 kernel module, this experiment measured a software-
based context switch that simulates the many checks and steps involved in an Intel IA-32
hardware context switch.
Experiment Six This experiment, using a modified version of the TCX LPSK, performed and
measured the same software-based context switch simulation as that performed in Exper-
iment Five.
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Experiment Seven Using a modified version of the TCX LPSK, this experiment executed a
single Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
1.3 Organization of Thesis
The organization of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1 provides the motivation and purpose of this thesis and introduces the perceptions
regarding the current mechanisms used to implement context switches.
Chapter 2 provides detailed background information on multitasking operating systems, pro-
cess managers and schedulers, and an in-depth examination of context switches. Detailed
descriptions of Linux 2.6 and the Linux 2.6 scheduler are also used to describe schedulers
and system scheduling policies.
Chapter 3 discusses the methodologies and techniques applied to the development of the ex-
periments, including hardware specifications and testing strategies.
Chapter 4 contrasts, analyzes, and describes the context switch results gathered from the ex-
periments performed throughout the course of this research.
Chapter 5 completes the thesis with the conclusions that can be drawn from this work along
with ideas for possible future work.
3




This chapter explores how modern operating systems implement the process of simultaneously
managing and executing multiple tasks. This process is known as multitasking. Analyzing
multitasking shows that the performance cost of switching between tasks, known as a context
switch, should be an important design consideration. This chapter also takes an in-depth look
at how operating systems determine when to switch from one task to the next, followed by the
technical definition of a context switch. In addition, the chapter establishes the differences be-
tween two context switch implementations used in current operating systems. This chapter then
concludes by briefly reviewing the known performance costs associated with context switches
and the current perceptions regarding which method is deemed best.
The terms context state and process state will be used throughout this chapter; to facilitate
understanding here are brief definitions of these terms:
Context state The specific values defined by the operating system and associated with a task,
used to manage task execution
Process state The current state of task execution, for example whether the task is waiting to be
run or is running
2.1 Multitasking Operating Systems Overview
The majority of the populous associates multitasking with performing multiple tasks at the
same time, such as walking and chewing gum or listening to the radio while driving home.
Most people do not associate multitasking with their computers. However, multitasking is one
of the most fundamental capabilities of modern computing systems. For all current and older
computer systems, the number of simultaneous tasks supported at a given time is limited only
by the number of resources. The number of central processing unit (CPU) cores, input and
output devices, and memory buses are all resources that limit the number of simultaneous tasks.
Overcoming this limitation is only part of the reason why multitasking operating systems are
designed as they are today. Modern computer hardware architectures are also being designed to
more easily and efficiently process tasks simultaneously, using technologies such as multi-core
processors [2].
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In most cases, i.e., when the system has only a single CPU, operating systems are only able
to execute a single task1 at a time. However, with the development of process managers with
schedulers, and specifically designed algorithms and policies, operating systems are able to
create the appearance of executing multiple tasks simultaneously. The process manager and
scheduler accomplish this illusion by quickly switching between tasks when instructed by the
kernel [4]. This activity is known as a context switch or task switching. Context switches can
be exceedingly processor intensive and can be performed hundreds if not thousands of times
per second on modern systems by taking advantage of the fast clock speeds of CPUs. In a study
performed in 1999, a web-server running the Linux 2.0.30 kernel on a 333MHz Pentium II per-
formed over 24,221,164 process context switches over a period of 17 hours [5]. This implies
an average of approximately 396 context switches per-second. Since the objective of systems is
to run applications, it is desirable to minimize the overhead incurred by the operating system’s
management functions. This is why many developers seek highly efficient ways of implement-
ing task switches. Software implementations are usually considered to be the best choice. In
order to try to aid efficiency, hardware processor manufacturers, such as Intel, have developed
methods of implementing context switches by means of a single hardware mechanism.
The following subsections examine the purpose behind process management and scheduler
mechanisms, along with how process managers and scheduling mechanisms are implemented
in modern multitasking operating systems. A more detailed description of the operations per-
formed by an operating system’s scheduler will further demonstrate how a scheduler determines
which task to switch to next and when to perform the switch.
2.1.1 Process Management
Multitasking operating systems use many different approaches and policies for managing pro-
cesses. However most use the same underlying methodology in implementing multitasking.
Two different operating system mechanisms support multitasking: the process manager and
scheduler. Working in conjunction, the process manager and scheduler are designed to system-
atically manage system resources and processes throughout their lifespan on the system.
In a multitasking operating system, a process is always in one of four different states of execu-
tion [6] (these states and transitions can be seen in detail in Figure 2.1):






















The first state, non-existent, accounts for a process that has yet to be created or has already
completed execution and has been removed from the system completely. (Which means it does
not exist on the system [6]). Once created, a process moves from the non-existent state to the
runnable state. In the runnable state (often referred to as the ready state), a process is capable
of being executed, but is waiting in a queue until its turn to run arrives [6]. Once the process
reaches the head of the queue and is allowed to begin execution, it moves from the runnable to
the running state. When the time limit of a process is completed, the operating system will move
it back to the queue of runnable processes where it remains until its turn comes again. After
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moving from the runnable to the running state, the process officially begins execution on the
system [6]. From the running state the process can transition to one of two states: suspended or
non-existent. The process moves to a suspended state [6] if it calls a second process to perform
a task on its behalf or must wait for a system I/O device. A process can also be suspended if the
kernel needs control for any reason. However, in this case the process is moved directly from
suspended directly back to runnable. When in a suspended state, a process is not being executed
and is not eligible to be runnable or enqueued until the second process working on its behalf
or the kernel completes execution. Once these conditions are met, the suspended process either
transitions back to runnable and waits for execution or immediately transitions to runnable then
to running. Once a process in the running state completes its execution, it transitions back to a
non-existent state by being removed from the system.
The process manager oversees the transition of processes through the states shown in Figure 2.1.
The first state of any new process is non-existent until the process manager receives notification
to create a new process. The process manager then allocates the memory required for saving
process-specific information used for process management. Saving process information helps
the process manager and the scheduler maintain and monitor the process during its lifespan [4].
Memory is used to store the task context state when the task is placed into the suspended state.
Information is passed to the scheduler (the scheduler is a subpart of the process manager, which
will be further defined in a later section), which schedules the process to be run, transitioning
it from non-existent to runnable. The process remains in the runnable state until its scheduled
execution time. Once execution has begun, the process manager monitors the process to ensure
process synchronization [4] and deadlock handling2 [4]. The process manager and scheduler
also handle the rescheduling [4] and any transitions from the suspended state to the runnable
state. This is needed in the event that a process exceeds its policy enforced execution time
limit (known as a time slice or quantum3) or a system call/interrupt moves the process to a
suspended state. After completion, a process moves back to a non-existent state. The process
manager finally cleans up resources allocated to the process, and frees the kernel memory that
was allocated to help maintain and monitor the process.
2The operations of process synchronization and deadlock handling are all outside the scope of this thesis.
3Quanta are only used in preemptive scheduling policies, which are described later.
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2.1.2 Scheduler
The overall behavior of the scheduling mechanism is controlled by the system’s scheduling pol-
icy. Although there are many different types of scheduling policies, they are categorized into
one of two groups: non-preemptive and preemptive strategies [4]. A non-preemptive strategy
specifies that once a process begins execution, the process will never be stopped unless it volun-
tarily relinquishes control of the CPU, finishes execution, or performs a system call. Examples
of policies that are commonly used in non-preemptive systems are First-Come First-Served
(FCFS) [4] and Shortest Job Next (SJN) [4]. In a FCFS policy the first process scheduled is also
the first to begin execution. Alternatively, a SJN policy schedules the process with the estimated
shortest run time first.
In preemptive designs, policies are created to ensure quicker response times and shared CPU
usage by forcing the interruption of processes if they have surpassed a specified system quan-
tum. This form of scheduling is commonly found in operating systems such as Windows 2000,
Windows XP and Linux [7]. Once a process has consumed its quantum it is rescheduled in
accordance with defined guidelines. Examples of preemptive strategies are Round Robin and
Priority Scheduling. In a Round Robin policy, a process is first placed at the end of a process
queue. Once it reaches the top of the queue it begins execution and runs until it completes its ex-
ecution or uses all of its quantum. The process can be suspended due to normal non-preemptive
causes such as a system call, in addition to when it uses its entire quantum. When the process
is interrupted due to time limitation, the scheduler automatically places the runnable process at
the end of the process queue.
Under a Priority Scheduling policy quanta are also used, but the order in which processes are
queued is different than the order used by a Round Robin policy. Under Priority Scheduling,
all processes have an associated priority and are queued such that the highest priority process
is always the next process selected. If multiple processes have the same priority, each process
with the same priority is executed on a First-Come First-Serve basis or processed in a Round
Robin fashion until all processes of the same priority are completed. In addition to Round Robin
and Priority based preemptive scheduling polices there are versions of FCFS and SJN policies,
which enable preemption. In the end, many variations of non-preemptive and preemptive poli-
cies exist, though as will be seen, the mechanism for enforcing them is always the same: with a
scheduler.
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The scheduler can be divided into three different components: the enqueuer, the dispatcher and
the context switch. The enqueuer references the kernel-maintained task data allocated by the
process manager during creation, placing a reference to the process onto one of the process
queues. The job of the dispatcher is to select the next process based on the scheduling policy
to be executed. Once a process is selected, the scheduler performs a context switch, switching
control from the scheduler to the selected process [4]. The last case in which the scheduler
is used is to perform a context switch from an executing process, to give control back to the
kernel. To further appreciate this process and the inner workings of the scheduler components,
Section 2.1.3 takes a closer look at a specific example: the Linux 2.6 Scheduler.
2.1.3 Linux 2.6 Scheduler
Within the Linux 2.6 Scheduler, tasks are categorized into one of 140 first-in-first-out (FIFO)
ordered lists [7] which make up Linux runqueues seen in Figure 2.2. Each FIFO list represents
one specific priority. The first 100 lists are allocated for real-time processes. For these pro-
cesses the scheduler implements soft real-time [7] processing, which can, in general, guarantee
completion deadlines [4], but they are unlike hard real-time processing which deterministically
guarantees process completion deadlines [4], e.g., real-time operating systems such as LynxOS
[8] or VxWorks [8]. The remaining 40 FIFO lists are designated specifically for normal user
defined tasks. When the scheduler is activated, it selects the next task based on the highest
priority task and begins its execution. In addition the scheduler determines process priorities
and adds the processes to the scheduling queues as defined by the scheduling policy. To select
the next task for execution, the scheduler finds the highest priority nonempty FIFO list in the
runqueue [4], selects and removes the top process and performs a context switch, ending the
scheduler execution and beginning the process. The scheduler is then in a wait state, paused
until it is re-invoked to either enqueue a new task or start a different task’s execution.
For each CPU on a system, the Linux 2.6 kernel allocates two different runqueues [7] shown in
Figure 2.2. The active runqueue stores the process task state references that are designated to
be selected and executed next by the Linux scheduler. It is the job of the expired runqueue to
hold references to all previously executed tasks [7], in order to separate newly created processes
and previously run and non-run processes, helping to ensure fair CPU usage. In addition, using
this type of structure allows Linux 2.6 to easily run different types of Linux-specific runtime
scheduling policies [9]. The three most commonly used polices are a preemptive round robin,
a non-preemptive FIFO policy used specifically for Linux real-time priority processes, and a
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standard round robin policy for all other processes [9]. Definitions and further explanations of
all the Linux 2.6 scheduling policies can be found in the Linux man page under the C function
sched setscheduler [9].
Figure 2.2: Linux 2.6 Kernel Scheduler Runqueue Structures [10]
When added to a runqueue, the kernel initially performs two activities to aid in determining
when to execute the process. The kernel first determines the task’s priority,4 i.e., the level of
importance that the task completes execution before other processes. The kernel then calcu-
lates the task’s quantum, in accordance with the scheduling policy. This causes the task to be
paused and enqueued in the expired runqueue [7]. The task’s priority and quantum are stored
as part of the kernel-managed task state mentioned above. Upon execution, the task can be
suspended or completely removed from the system in one of three ways. First, the task can call
the kernel’s exit method, which notifies the scheduler and process manager that the task is no
longer necessary [6]. It is then their job to permanently remove the exited process’s references
from the runqueues, in addition to removing any process-specific data remaining in memory,
such as its task state [7], effectively moving it to the non-existent state. In the second case, the
executing task can call the kernel or another task. The calling task enters a suspended state until
the resulting call completes and execution returns to the task [4]. Finally, the task can reach
4The methodology for determining a process priority is outside the scope of this thesis.
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the end of the allotted quantum, at which point the kernel stops the task and takes control of
the CPU. The task is then placed in the runnable state and re-enqueued. In the final case, the
scheduler re-determines the task’s priority and quantum based on the task’s scheduling policy
before re-enqueuing it. The scheduler then adds the task to the expired runqueue instead of
the active runqueue [7] for reasons, which will be explained. When an active runqueue FIFO
list of a given priority becomes empty, all the tasks of that priority in the expired runqueue are
moved to the active runqueue list. Implementing the scheduler’s queues this way forces each
previously executed task to wait for re-execution until tasks added to the active runqueue after
it’s last execution are run once [7], giving the new tasks higher priority.
2.2 Context Switches
Many terms are used when describing the switching process between two tasks. The most
commonly used terms are task switch or context switch. Some literature may use the terms
process task switch, task context switch or process context switch. For ease of understanding,
this thesis will only use context switch when referring to this activity.
This section describes the different types of context switching and the procedures that are re-
quired in order to implement a context switch mechanism. In addition, overviews of two dif-
ferent approaches to implementing context switches are given. The two described approaches
are the Linux 2.6 Kernel software implementation [1] and the Intel IA-32 architecture hardware
implementation [11].
2.2.1 Context Switching Overview
A context switch is a two-part operation, usually performed within the kernel. The context
switch suspends a currently executing task and begins the execution of a different task. The
first part of this operation saves the task’s context state, or the state of the processor executing
the task, to a memory location. Saving the context state consists of storing a pointer to the next
instruction for the task to execute (e.g., the value of the CS:EIP register in Intel IA-32 archi-
tectures [12]), the current values stored within any general-purpose registers, and the values of
any special-purpose registers that can change during the task’s execution (e.g., the flag register,
sometimes called the status register) [11]. Once the operation of saving the context state of the
task that has been suspended is completed, the saved context state of the task to be restored is
loaded from memory to the processor. The final step is to move the current execution from the
scheduler or other mechanism performing the context switch to the restored task.
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In general terms, a context switch is performed on all types of tasks i.e., instances of programs
capable of being executed directly on a processor without any additional software instruction
interpretation or modification [13]. However, most literature discusses two distinct types of
tasks on which a context switch is performed. These two types of tasks are lightweight threads
(threads) [14] and kernel thread processes (process) [13]. Both task types require moderately
different types of context state, resulting in differences in the operations that need to be per-
formed for a thread context switch versus a process context switch. These differences in context
state also affect the incurred performance costs of a thread context switch versus a process con-
text switch. The next two sections clarify the definitions of process context switching and thread
context switching as well as the differences between them.
A process, sometimes known as a kernel thread, is a single instance of sequential execution that
performs the operations (i.e., instructions) specified in an indexed segment of memory [6]. The
execution of instructions is performed via a processor. In the context of this thesis, a proces-
sor is a digital computer CPU. Multiple processes can interleave execution of the instructions
within the same segment of memory, which make up a program. Each process is associated
with a separate context state and process state, which are used to distinguish the differences be-
tween processes running the same program. The process context state consists of several pieces
of information. The first is a program counter, which specifies the location of the program’s
instructions in memory and the current instruction to be executed by the process. The context
state also contains pointers to a private address space, such as stack memory, and lists of cur-
rently accessed resources, such as file handles [15]. The context state of a process must also
contain one of the following: the current values of the processor while in a running state (as
defined in Section 2.1.1), the last processor state values that were saved before switching into a
suspended state, or a set of default starting values specified by the operating system.
A thread is a single instance of independent execution within one process [16]. When first
created, a process contains only a single thread of execution. The process has the ability to
create additional thread instances to run simultaneously within the main process. In general, the
number of threads running within one process is invisible to an external observer of the process
[16]. The threads are also invisible to the kernel, which sees everything as one independent
process execution [16].
By definition, each thread is created with an independent private stack space and shared access
to a global address space, i.e., memory that is accessible to all threads of the same process
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[16]. The shared global address space is only accessible to the main system process and threads
running within the process. The shared access to the global address space lets the main process
and its internal thread processes communicate through a shared protocol. This also allows for
fewer changes to the processor state when performing a context switch from one thread to the
next [15].
Compared to a context switch performed on the main process (outlined in the previous section),
fewer steps are required to perform a thread context switch [16]. Similar to a general context
switch, the current processor state is saved to a memory location specific to the thread. The
saved state of the next thread to execute is loaded onto the processor and code execution is
switched to the next thread. A thread context switch is different in that the pointer specifying the
global address space and the segment of memory containing the main process’s instructions, do
not change [16]. In a context switch, changes to both the global address space location and the
segment of memory accessed for instruction fetches are processor-intensive. By not changing
global address space or the memory segment the overall cost of performing a thread context
switch is lessened because cached process code and other values do not need to be changed
[16]. In a thread context switch, fewer changes to the processor state means that the cost of
performing the switch is only an order of magnitude more than the cost of a standard system
function call [16].
2.3 Summary
Different implementations of context switches are used in modern operating systems. Each in-
curs different performance costs. This requires a more in-depth look to determine the conditions
under which a particular implementation is optimal. The next chapter describes two different




Methodologies and Testing Techniques
The objective of this work is to examine the performance differences between hardware and
software context switching. This chapter outlines the criteria for the selection of hardware and
software components and provides a high-level overview of the implementation of the experi-
ments performed within this thesis. The first section defines the selection process used to choose
the operating systems and outlines specific requirements and reasons for the selections made.
The hardware selection section defines the specifications of the hardware component used and
the rationale behind its configuration. Following the hardware selection, a high-level overview








































Figure 3.1: Layout of Experiments, Context Switch Implementations and Memory Models Used
Figure 3.1 briefly illustrates the operating system memory models and context switch imple-
mentation, upon which each experiment was based. In depth details of each operating system,
context switch implementation and experiment are discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
For quick reference throughout this chapter the following terms will be abbreviated:
GPL GNU General Public License [17]
TCX Trusted Computing Exemplar [18]
LPSK Least Privilege Separation Kernel [18]
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3.1 Operating Systems Selection
Initial research revealed that most operating systems consist of large, complicated, closed source
code designed around specific hardware architectures. These designs do not allow for simple
configuration changes to define the type and design of the context switch implementation used
within the operating system. Thus, using a single operating system for all the experiments
within this thesis was impossible. This section reviews the selection criteria used to choose the
three operating systems used to conduct the experiments and describes the context switching
implementations that were measured in this research.
3.1.1 Selection Process
A list of potential multitasking operating systems was collected through a series of Internet
searches and research of active academic operating system projects. The list of current, devel-
oped multitasking operating systems contains hundreds of items. The following set of operating
system requirements was employed to narrow the list of the potential candidates:
Multitasking In order to be able to analyze a real-world context switching implementation for
later performance, the operating system must support multitasking i.e., perform context
switching between multiple tasks.
Context Switching Implementation Each selected operating system needs to implement a
hardware or software context switch, with at least one operating system supporting each
type, in an easy to analyze implementation.
Common Hardware Architecture All selected operating systems must be able to execute on
at least one common hardware architecture. The given architecture must support a hard-
ware context switching implementation, but must also allow a software context switching
implementation. This requirement is to ensure that a single hardware system may be used
to run all operating systems and experiments with equal hardware performance (i.e., CPU
frequency and execution times). Possible hardware architectures, which support both
hardware and software context switching, include Intel IA-32 [11] and AMD IA-32.
Documentation Each operating system needs to be well documented, either in its provided
source code or other documentation. This could include third-party books, articles, or
other documentation.
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Licensing Each selected operating system’s legal licensing of source code and use must allow
research development, code modification, and code release. This allows ease of modifica-
tion of the source code used in testing and the use of documentation within this research.
Source Code Access All selected operating systems must allow access to all kernel level source
code. This will help in creating documentation and determining the context switching im-
plementation.
Additional research and refined Internet searches determined that the following three operating
systems met the above requirements: Linux 2.6 Kernel, the MINIX 3 Operating System, and the
Trusted Computing Exemplar Least Privilege Separation Kernel (TCX LPSK). Table 3.1 shows
the specific requirements met by each candidate, qualifying them for use in the performance
experiments. Each check mark in Table 3.1 signifies that the operating system meets the given
requirement.
Operating System Selections
Operating System Linux MINIX 3 TCX LPSK
Version 2.6 3 Revision 85
Multitasking 4 4 4
Context Switch Software Software IA-32 Hardware





Documentation 4 4 4
Licensing GPL [17] MINIX 3 License
[4]
Source Code Access 4 4 4
Table 3.1: Operating System Selection Criteria and Features
The detailed reasoning behind the selection of Linux, MINIX 3, and TCX LPSK is explained
in the following sections.
3.1.2 Final Selected Operation Systems
The first reason for selecting Linux, MINIX 3, and TCX LPSK is that they are all open source or
academic projects. This enables them to inherently meet several of the most important require-
ments previously listed. Open source and academic operating systems typically do not have any
limiting licenses on source code, while those used on proprietary operating systems, such as
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Microsoft Windows, are almost always subject to use restrictions. Operating systems that are
open source or academically developed also tend to have more publicly accessible documenta-
tion. Academic operating systems such as MINIX 3 and TCX LPSK are also smaller and less
complex, which facilitates quicker and easier understanding of their architectures. Smaller, less
complex operating systems also enable faster and more precise kernel modifications and devel-
opment. The following sections provide additional analysis of the benefits and disadvantages
of Linux, MINIX 3 and the TCX LPSK.
3.1.3 Linux Kernel
The Linux kernel’s large following, usage, and development are both valuable assets and hin-
drances to this research. Linus Torvalds started development of Linux in 1991. Since then,
thousands of programmers have contributed to Linux. The latest release of the Linux kernel
2.6.29 source as of March 23, 2009, contained over 11,000,000 lines of C and C++ code. The
diversity of developers and the size of the code base makes analysis, understanding and modi-
fication of the kernel code difficult and time-consuming. Many third party books and manuals
have been created to aid in the understanding of the Linux Kernel source. However, due to
the size of Linux kernel, its documentation also becomes large, unwieldy, and time consuming
to fully comprehend. Despite the size of its development effort, smaller, more comprehensive
third-party documentation of Linux functionality is widely available. This documentation en-
ables quick and easy development of user-level programs and kernel modules. This qualifies
the Linux Kernel as a good candidate for writing and testing both user-level and kernel-level
software without having to completely understand and modify the existing kernel architecture.
Another advantage to utilizing Linux as a development test platform is its wide support of many
hardware architectures [1]. This wide support does not limit additional testable hardware plat-
forms and other operating systems and context switching implementations.
The Fedora 10 operating system was used throughout the course of this thesis. It was in-
stalled directly on the hardware discussed in Section 3.2. The Fedora 10 operating system
is a Red Hat-supported project that utilizes the Linux kernel [19]. The version of the Linux
kernel running within the installed Fedora 10 distribution used for this research was 2.6.27.21-
170.2.56.fc10.i686. The experiments implemented on this platform are discussed in detail in
Section 3.4, and include: calculating single assembler instruction cycle counts, development,
and implementation of a software context switch that simulates the operations of a hardware
context switch and simulation of the MINIX 3 software context switch.
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3.1.4 MINIX 3 Operating System
MINIX 3 is a small, academically developed operating system created by Andrew S. Tanem-
baum and Albert S. Woodhull [4]. MINIX 3 is a Unix version 7-like operating system [4] and
was developed specifically to aid students in examining a real world operating system in a lab-
oratory or classroom setting [4]. Originally designed for the Intel 8088 architecture [4], MINIX
3 has been changed to natively support the Intel IA-32 architecture. MINIX 3 has also been
ported to many different platforms including the Motorola 68000, newer PowerPC, and SPARC
processors. Unlike many commercially developed operating system kernels, which have mil-
lions lines of code [4], the MINIX 3 kernel is approximately 4000 lines of executable code. The
small size of the MINIX 3 kernel makes it an ideal candidate for analyzing and determining
the mechanisms used to implement the MINIX 3 kernel’s context switching. As an academic
kernel, MINIX 3 is well documented and completely analyzed in a book written by its creators
[4].
The MINIX 3 kernel implementation is a perfect example of a small, easy to follow imple-
mentation of context switching [4]. The MINIX 3 operating system source is used to test the
performance of a software context switch implementation. The details of how the MINIX 3
kernel context switch mechanism works are given in Section 3.3.2 and the specific experiments
measuring its performance may be found in Section 3.4.8.
3.1.5 Trusted Computing Exemplar Least Privilege Separation Kernel
Designed at the Naval Postgraduate School, the Trusted Computing Exemplar (TCX) Least
Privilege Separation Kernel (LPSK) is being developed to produce a high assurance separation
kernel [18]. Designed to take advantage of hardware security features, the TCX LPSK supplies
end users with correct security operations and assurance against system subversion [18]. The
TCX LPSK uses a large memory module, a static runtime resource configuration, and static
process-to-resource access bindings that are configured offline. The LPSK takes full advantage
of all hardware protection mechanisms offered by the Intel IA-32 processor family, including
the use of all four hardware privilege levels. To enable multitasking without introducing covert
channels, TCX LPSK utilizes a static round-robin policy process scheduler. The process sched-
uler employs the Intel IA-32 hardware context switching mechanism [11] to perform context
switching between processes. Small and well documented, TCX LPSK is easy to understand
and modify, which makes it ideal to empirically show the performance costs of using a hard-
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ware context switch implementation. The TCX LPSK is only currently able to execute on IA-32
compatible systems. A later section will discuss how this limitation inevitably determined the
type of hardware used in this thesis. To ensure accurate performance, the final modified TCX
LPSK used in testing is installed directly onto the hardware used in this thesis. The specific
modifications and testing performed with the TCX LPSK are detailed in Section 3.4.9.
3.2 Hardware Selection
To support all the operating systems described in the previous sections, a hardware platform
was selected upon which all three operating systems are capable of executing. The list of possi-
ble hardware platforms supported by these operating systems includes any running Intel IA-32
capable processors. This could include 32-bit multi-cores or multi-processor systems (i.e., sys-
tems that have two or more CPUs that share physical memory [4]). However, unlike Linux, the
default configurations of MINIX 3 and the TCX LPSK do not provide support to manage multi-
ple simultaneous processes on multiple processors [4]. Therefore, to ensure equality of overall
system performance between operating systems, multi-core and multi-processor systems were
not included in the selection of possible hardware. The final selected hardware system was a
Dell Optiplex with a 3.4GHz Intel Pentium 4 Hyper-Threaded processor. This system, as will be
seen, includes functionality that needed to be disabled in order to obtain accurate performance
results for this thesis.
Intel Hyper-Threaded processors provide features that, depending upon the configuration, can
function as one or two logical processors [20]. This could allow an operating system to ex-
ecute two separate code streams concurrently, which would let the processor provide greater
throughput and improved performance [20]. However, as previously discussed, not all selected
operating systems can utilize this feature, which could cause inconsistent results. This makes
Hyper-Threading an undesirable feature for the purpose of this research. For the course of
this research, the Hyper-Threading feature of the Intel processor used was disabled through the
mechanisms provided by the system’s BIOS. The disabling of this feature guarantees that only
a single stream of code is executed on the processor at any given time [3].
The next section describes the software and hardware context switch mechanisms measured in
this research. These include the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch used in the TCX LPSK
and the MINIX 3 software context switch.
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3.3 Context Switching Constructs
To measure the performance of software and hardware context switching mechanisms, two
implementations were used as a basis for measuring context switch performance: the Intel IA-
32 hardware context switch and the MINIX 3 operating system software context switch. The
Intel IA-32 hardware context switch (referred to as a task switch in the Intel literature) is defined
in the Intel Software Developer’s Manuals [11] and is detailed below. The MINIX 3 context
switch used in this thesis is taken from the MINIX 3 operation system version released with
the MINIX book: “Operating Systems Design and Implementation.” The source code for this
version of the MINIX 3 context switch is provided in Appendix A.
3.3.1 Intel Task Management
Intel task management enables an Intel processor to perform hardware operations, which can
switch execution easily between multiple processes by invoking a single software operation1.
Using the Intel processor task management facilities, operating system developers can imple-
ment multitasking support, which uses hardware context switching. To control and execute a
hardware context switch, the Intel processor utilizes two data structures for each task: a Task-
State Segment (TSS) and a TSS Descriptor. These structures are detailed in the remainder of
this section.
Figure 3.2: Intel Task-State Segment Descriptor [11]
To access and perform a context switch, both a TSS and a TSS descriptor are needed for each
task. Each TSS must only be referenced by one TSS descriptor, stored in the system’s Global
Descriptor Table (GDT). A TSS descriptor, shown in Figure 3.2, acts as a pointer to a given
1This does not include the software operations needed to set up the process task-state segments.
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TSS and is additionally used to store task management data for the associated task [11]. This
includes the Busy flag (B flag), the base memory address of the TSS and the Descriptor Privilege
Level (DPL) field. The B flag, when set, indicates the task has started execution and is either
currently being executed or has been suspended. The DPL of the descriptor is used to define
the highest privilege level (0,1,2,3) that can perform a context switch to the task. The additional















































































Figure 3.3: Intel IA-32 Task-State Segment (TSS) [11]
The TSS data structure contains the values that are loaded and saved on the physical processor
during a context switch. Almost all of the TSS fields directly correlate to a register accessible
by applications in the Intel IA-32 architecture, such as the EAX and EBX registers. Due to
the evolution of the Intel architecture, there are three versions of the TSS structure and task
management implementation: 16-bit, 32-bit, and 64-bit. This thesis specifically focuses on the
32-bit TSS and task management mechanisms of the Intel processor. The specifics and layout
of the 32-bit TSS are shown in Figure 3.3.
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Field(s) Description
GS, FS, DS, SS, CS, ES The values of the associating segment registers. Segment registers
hold values referencing one of the six Intel segment selectors [12].
Specific uses of the segment registers and selectors depend on the
operating system and memory mode.
EDI, ESI, EBP, ESP,
EBX, EDX, ECX, EAX
The values of the general-purpose registers, which can be used to
store operands and pointers during task execution [12].
EFLAGS The value of the flags register also known as the status register.
The EFLAGS register stores the status of the program being ex-
ecuted and allows limited (application-program level) control of
the processor [12].
EIP The value of the instruction pointer, which is a 32-bit pointer to a
memory location of the next instruction to be executed [12].
Previous Task Link The segment selector for the previously executed task. This is
only used when an executing task invokes a context switch using
the CALL instruction. This allows execution to be returned back
to the calling task using the IRET instruction.
Table 3.2: Dynamic Fields and Descriptions of the Intel IA-32 TSS
Field(s) Description
I/O Map Base Address The value and purpose behind this field are outside the scope of
this thesis.
T A single bit debug trap flag, that, when set, causes the processor
to raise a debug exception when execution begins.
LDT Segment Selector The value of the Local Descriptor Table (LDT) register which
points to the Local Descriptor Table memory segment.
CR3 (PDBR) The control register value field, also known as page-directory base
register.
SS2, ESP2, SS1, ESP1,
SS0, ESP0
The values of the stack segments (SS0, SS1, SS2) and the stack
pointers (ESP0, ESP1, ESP2) for each specific Intel privilege
level. Each SS(X) and ESP(X) is associated with the privilege
level X, e.g., SS0 and ESP0 are the stack segment and pointer for
privilege level zero. These values are loaded into the processor’s
SS and ESP register during a change of privilege level due to the
use of a gate-call or interrupt handler.
Table 3.3: Static Fields and Descriptions of the Intel IA-32 TSS
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The 104-byte TSS structure contains all values that define Intel’s Task State, i.e., process context
state as referred to in previous sections. The TSS fields are divided into two classes: dynamic
and static [11]. Dynamic fields are the values updated by the processor when a task is suspended
during a context switch [11]. Static fields are those defined at task creation but never change
during task execution or context switch [11]. A list of all the dynamic fields are shown in
Table 3.2 and static fields in Table 3.3, along with a brief description of each field’s purpose
within the Intel IA-32 architecture.
Figure 3.4: Intel Task-Gate Descriptor [11]
Shown in Figure 3.4, Intel provides a third data structure, Task-Gate Descriptor (TGD), which
can be used to initiate a hardware context switch. Unlike the TSS descriptor a TGD may be
stored and referenced in the Global Descriptor Table (GDT), a Local Descriptor Table (LDT) or
an Interrupt Descriptor Table (IDT). There can also be multiple TGDs for a single TSS and TSS
descriptor. A TGD references the TSS descriptor instead of the TSS directly in order to maintain
and not duplicate the information stored in the TSS descriptor. Figure 3.5 is an illustration of
how TGDs are used to reference a single TSS.
The Intel architecture provides four ways to perform a hardware context switch [11]. Each
utilizes one of three instructions or the processor’s interrupt and exception handling routines2
in order to allow software to initiate execution of the hardware context switch [11]. The in-
structions that can be used are call (CALL), jump (JMP), and indirect return (IRET) [11]. All
three instructions require a reference to either a TGD or a task descriptor [11] to select which
task to execute. Use of interrupts or an exception handling routine requires additional setup
and support performed in the kernel, which is outside the scope of this research. Depending on
how a context switch is initiated, either through one of the instructions, interrupt or exception
handling, the processor will perform slightly different checks and task setup operations, which
2Setup and use of interrupt and exception handling are outside the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 3.5: Intel Task-Gates and TSS Descriptor Referencing Single Task [11]
are discussed in later chapters. However, each method, when properly performed, will automat-
ically execute a context switch by saving the task state of the current task, loading the state of
the new task, and beginning the new task’s execution.
The following are the four cases that successfully perform a context switch utilizing the methods
and descriptors discussed above:
• Execute a JMP or CALL instruction to a TSS descriptor in the GDT.
• Execute a JMP or CALL instruction to a task-gate descriptor in the GDT or LDT.
• Define an interrupt or exception vector, which points to a task-gate descriptor in the IDT.
• Execute an IRET instruction, which switches execution to the task specified in the Previ-
ous Task Link field of the current task’s TSS. The IRET instruction will only perform a
context switch when the NT flag in the EFLAGS register is set.
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When executed, an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch performs a 14-step process [11], switch-
ing the system between processes. The operations executed at each step depend upon the initi-
ation method. These steps are described as follows:
1. Fetches and loads into the processor’s level one cache, the TSS segment selector specified
by the instruction operand of the initiating CALL or JMP instruction or from a task gate
or previous task link field if initiated by the IRET instruction [11].
2. Checks that the current task has the correct privileges to access and switch to the new
task. The processor does this by checking the current privilege level and the requester
privilege level (RPL) of the segment selector for the new task, verifying that they are less
than or equal to the descriptor privilege level (DPL) in the TSS descriptor or task gate
being referenced. Exceptions to this check include switches initiated through interrupts
(except for interrupts generated by the INT n instruction) or the IRET instruction. For
interrupts generated by the INT n instruction, only the DPL is checked [11].
3. Checks that the TSS descriptor of the new task is present and has a valid limit (greater
than or equal to 0x67).[11].
4. Checks if the new task is available to be executed if initiated by a CALL, JMP instruction,
exception, or interrupt. If initiated by an IRET instruction, validates that new task is busy,
i.e., has been suspended, by checking the new task’s busy flag in its TSS descriptor [11].
5. Checks that the current TSS, the new task’s TSS, and all segment descriptors have been
properly loaded into system memory [11].
6. If initiated via a JMP or IRET instruction, clears current task’s busy flag in its TSS de-
scriptor. If initiated via a CALL instruction, an exception, or an interrupt, leave the busy
flag set [11].
7. If initiated with the IRET instruction, clears the Nested Task (NT) flag in a temporarily
saved image of the EFLAGS register. In all other cases, the NT flag is left unchanged.
The NT flag allows for tasks to be linked together, signifying to the processor a series of
tasks to execute sequentially [11].
8. Saves the current task state into its associated TSS. To do this it finds the base address
of the current TSS in the task register and then copies the state of all registers associated
with a TSS dynamic field into its TSS [11]. This includes general-purpose registers,
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segment selector registers, the EFLAGS register, the EIP register and Previous Task Link
if initiated through an a CALL instruction.
9. If initiated with a CALL instruction, an exception, or an interrupt, set the NT flag in the
processor’s EFLAGS register when the new task’s TSS is loaded. If initiated with an
IRET instruction or JMP instruction, leave NT flag in the same state as specified by the
new task’s TSS EFLAGS field [11].
10. Ensures that the busy flag in the new task’s TSS descriptor is set if initiated with a CALL
instruction, JMP instruction, an interrupt or an exception. If initiated with an IRET in-
struction leaves the busy flag unchanged.[11].
11. Loads the task register with the new task’s TSS segment selector and descriptor [11].
12. Loads the new task’s state from its associated TSS onto the processor. This includes the
LDTR register, the PDBR (control register CR3), the EFLAGS register, the EIP register,
all general-purpose registers and segment selectors [11].
13. All descriptors associated with all previous loaded segment selectors are loaded and vali-
dated [11].
14. Begins execution of the new task [11].
The remainder of this thesis specifically analyzes the operations and performance of the Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch initiated through a far JMP instruction with a TSS descriptor
operand.
3.3.2 MINIX 3 Context Switch
The MINIX 3 operating system’s context switch mechanism for the Intel IA-32 architecture
consists of three kernel subroutines that are initiated through either a hardware (external) or
software interrupt [4]. Figure 3.6 illustrates the paths of execution in the MINIX 3 operating
system in which a context switch can occur and the subroutines used to execute the context
switching process. There are two different paths to initiate a MINIX 3 context switch. This is
due to the preemptive priority-based round-robin scheduling policy used in MINIX 3. An exter-
nal process interrupt, i.e., hardware interrupt, allows the operating system to suspend processes
when they have exceeded their time-slices. It also allows the MINIX 3 kernel and device drivers
to take control from user-level processes when a higher priority event occurs, such as when a
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network packet is received and needs immediate processing. The hardware interrupt mechanism
first causes the higher priority to get added to the MINIX 3 scheduler process queue. It then
starts execution of the MINIX 3 context switch subroutines. The MINIX 3 context switch then
suspends the current process placing it into the MINIX 3 scheduler’s process queue [4]. Then,
due to the use of priority-ordered process queues in the MINIX 3 scheduler, the next process
switched to by the MINIX 3 context switch is that associated with the handling of the hardware
interrupt. The second path of execution that can be used to result in a context switch is through
a software interrupt, which is performed via the Intel INT instruction. When a MINIX 3 context
switch is executed through a software interrupt it is because to the current process voluntarily
gives control to the kernel in order to perform a privileged task. In this case, the process per-
forms what is known as a system call. After the execution of the software interrupt, the MINIX
3 kernel performs several different steps. First, the MINIX 3 kernel determines and performs
the requested privileged task, saving the result for use by the process at a later time3 [4]. The
MINIX 3 kernel then continues execution by suspending the current process and re-enqueuing
it using the normal MINIX 3 context switch. Following this, the kernel simply restores and
begins execution of the highest priority process on the scheduler’s process queue. During the
processing of both the software and hardware interrupt, the MINIX 3 context switch utilizes
the interrupt to save the current SS, ESP, EFLAGS, CS and EIP register values to the current
process’s stack. This means that the costs of performing a MINIX 3 context switch must also
include that of the initiating interrupt to accurately reflect the total context switching processing
costs.
The three subroutines that are part of a MINIX 3 context switch are save, syscall and restart.
Two of these three subroutines, save and syscall, are used for saving the current process’s con-
text state. The save routine is used to save the current process when it is suspended due to a
hardware interrupt [4]. The subroutine syscall is used when the process is suspended due to
a software interrupt. The syscall subroutine supports the same functionality as save. For the
remainder of this thesis, only the save subroutine will be analyzed in testing. The third sub-
routine shown in Figure 3.6 is restart. Restart is used exclusively to restore a process’s context
state and resume execution during a context switch. Unlike save and syscall, restart is the only
function utilized for the purpose of restarting processes during a context switch. The following
discussion examines the instructions and values saved during a MINIX 3 context switch. The
source code for the MINIX 3 subroutines save and restart are provided in Appendix A.
3The operations and steps performed by the MINIX 3 kernel to handle the system call operations are outside














Figure 3.6: MINIX 3 Paths of Execution and Subroutines Used in a Context Switch [4]
The MINIX 3 save subroutine is used to save the current process’s context state during a context
switch. The save subroutine utilizes the current process’s stack space for storage in a manner
similar to a TSS by saving the processor’s state directly onto the stack. This allows the MINIX
3 kernel to manage only one reference (i.e., current stack pointer value) in order to successfully
reference the process’s entire context state for successful restart of the process later. The save
subroutine saves a portion of the processor’s registers during a context switch. These values
consist of the processor’s general-purpose registers and the segment registers DS, ES, FS, and
GS. To save all the general-purpose registers using a single instruction, save uses the Intel
PUSHAD instruction [4]. Each of the segment registers must be saved individually using a
16-bit PUSH instruction. The registers SS, CS, ESP, EFLAGS, and EIP are also saved onto
the process’s stack prior to execution of save in order to perform a successful context switch.
These registers are saved during the processing of an interrupt, which is performed prior to the
execution of the save subroutine, as described in Figure 3.6. Once the current process’s context
is saved, save finishes executing by changing the processor’s stack pointer (ESP register value)
to the kernel’s stack, pushing the address of restart, and executing a JMP to other kernel-specific
operations. These operations are not germane to the measurement of the context switching
process, and are outside the scope of this research.
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Once execution of save is completed, the MINIX 3 kernel finishes a context switch by restoring
and initiating execution of the next process via the restart subroutine. Restart works by first
checking the kernel-defined variable, next ptr, determining if there is another process to be
executed. If next ptr does not contain the value zero, it contains a stack pointer address of
the next process to be executed. The process specified by this value is set during execution of
the kernel’s scheduling mechanisms, which are outside the scope of this research. After the
new process’s stack pointer is obtained it is loaded into the processor’s ESP register. Next,
the LDT segment register of the process waiting to be resumed is looked up. To locate the
resuming process’s LDT segment, the resuming process’s stack frame pointer value (defined at
the process’s creation) is loaded into the ESP register. The ESP register is then used as an index
to find the correct process LDT segment in an array of current LDT segments. The stack frame
pointer value for each process remains constant throughout its lifespan. The actual ESP value
for the process will then be loaded at the end of the restart subroutine. Once the LDT value
for the resuming process is found, it is loaded onto the processor using the LLDT instruction.
The LDT and LDT segment register values are created at the same time as a process and remain
unchanged throughout the existence of the process. The LDT segment register value is only
loaded during restart and not created or saved in save. The next instruction saves the base
address of the next process’s stack to the system’s TSS. Note that this use of the TSS does
not mean that hardware context switching is used in MINIX 3. The TSS is only used to meet
requirements for execution on the IA-32 architecture [1]. Then, utilizing the values stored on
the stack by save, restart performs the reverse operations of save to restore the processor’s
register values. This operation includes four POP instructions to restore GS, FS, ES and DS, a
POPAD for all general-purpose registers, and an IRET restoring the SS, ESP, EFLAGS, CS and
EIP registers, which completes the transfer of system execution to the new process.
The following is a recapitulation of all the step-by-step operations performed through the course
of a MINIX 3 software context switch:
1. A software or hardware interrupt initiates execution of save after pushing the current
processor’s registers SS, ESP, EFLAGS, CS and EIP values onto the stack.
2. Execution of save begins by clearing the direction flag. This is done to help ensure kernel
execution starts in a known state.
3. Saves the remaining current process’s state onto the stack that has not already been saved.
This includes all general-purpose registers (EDI, ESI, EBP, EBX, EDX, ECX, and EAX)
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and the segment registers DS, ES, FS and GS.
4. Checks to see if processor is already pointing to the kernel’s stack. If it is not, sets up the
kernel’s stack and restores the processor to a known state. Otherwise, performs jump to
start execution of next step.
5. Sets up kernel stack to enable proper execution of restart context switch subroutine, then
begins execution of MINIX 3 scheduler to re-queue or remove process.
6. Execution of restart begins by checking that there is a process on the queue to begin
execution.
7. Gets the next process’s stack address, setting the kernel variable ( proc ptr) to it. The
variable ( proc ptr) signifies the current running process.
8. Saves the current process’s stack address into ( next ptr), marking it as suspended.
9. Loads the new process’s stack address into the processor’s ESP register.
10. Looks up and loads the new process’s LDT register.
11. Sets up the TSS ESP0 value to point to correct stack address.
12. Restores new process’s state from stack. This includes all general-purpose registers (EDI,
ESI, EBP, EBX, EDX, ECX, and EAX) and the segment registers DS, ES, FS and GS.
13. Performs final stack clean up and switch execution to new process by performing an IRET,
restoring the SS, ESP, EFLAGS, CS and EIP register values from the stack.
The following section discusses the implementation of seven experiments that measure the per-
formance costs of the context switch implementations discussed above, along with additional
context switch simulations used to aid performance comparisons. The section also considers
how the selected operating systems, context switching mechanisms, and hardware were uti-
lized. In addition, techniques used to ensure validity of experimental results are detailed.
3.4 Testing Strategies
This section defines the implementation of performance experiments that measure the differ-
ences between hardware and software context switch implementations. In addition, this section
discusses the techniques used to obtain accurate and empirically correct results. A total of seven
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experiments were executed on two operating systems running on a single hardware platform.
The first experiment produced a baseline of the minimum possible cost to perform a context
switch. This was done by simulating, in software, the values saved from and restored to the
processor (i.e., the values specified in the Intel TSS dynamic fields) as performed by an Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch initiated through a JMP instruction. The second and third ex-
periments measure the performance of two selected context switch implementations: MINIX
3 software context switch and the TCX LPSK use of the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
The fourth experiment shows the performance impact to the MINIX 3 software context switch
when modified to support the four Intel IA-32 hardware privilege levels. This experiment was
based upon simplistic assumptions regarding the use of the Intel hardware protection mecha-
nisms. Experiments One, Two and Four were all conducted by creating Linux kernel modules,
executing the given experiment in privilege level zero within the Linux kernel. The fifth and
sixth experiment measure a software simulation of all operations performed by an Intel IA-32
hardware context switch, when it is initiated through a far JMP instruction with a TSS descrip-
tor operand. Experiment Five was implemented within a Linux kernel module. Experiment Six
was implemented within the TCX LPSK. The final experiment described was used to measure
the cost of performing a single Intel IA-32 hardware context switch, ensuring minimal overhead
which may result from the use of the large memory model by the TCX LPSK.
The next five sections discuss the specific considerations and steps taken to ensure accurate
measurements for all experiments. The following section, Section 3.4.1, discusses the use of
the RDTSC instruction to accurately record number of CPU cycles, in addition to the consid-
erations taken to ensure the RDTSC instruction produces accurate results on modern hardware.
Section 3.4.2 briefly describes the Intel out-of-order execution support and its potential side
effects, which were mitigated throughout the experiments performed for this thesis. The miti-
gation techniques for out-of-order execution also include use of the CPUID instruction. Follow-
ing this is a discussion of differences in performance that could be incurred during experiments
resulting from caching, known as the cache effect. The number of context switches that need
to be executed in order guarantee accurate results is also discussed. This is followed by a dis-
cussion of the methodology associated with the use of Linux loadable kernel modules and the
enabling and disabling of hardware and software interrupts. The final section describes the
implementation of the seven experiments.
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3.4.1 Accurate and Stable RTDSC results
In order to provide a precise performance measurement, the RDTSC instruction [21] was used
in all experiments to count the total number of CPU cycles [21] taken to completely execute
a context switch. By counting the number of CPU cycles, a highly precise measurement that
easily converts into time units can be found.
The RDTSC instruction, originally introduced with the Pentium processor, allows reading of the
processor’s time-stamp counter [22]. The time-stamp counter is a 64-bit integer that is monoton-
ically incremented every system clock cycle [22]. On Pentium processors prior to the Pentium
4, this value was directly incremented by each cycle of the processor. However, on modern
Intel processors the value returned by RDTSC is calculated at the time of request. The value
returned is the default CPU clock speed (e.g., 3.4GHz on the hardware used in this research)
multiplied by the system’s bus clock value. Intel designers changed the time-stamp counter to
this calculated value to ensure the number returned always reflects the number of clock ticks
that should occur over a given time period for the given processor. Modern processors now
support power management technologies, such as those found on mobile processors, which can
dynamically change the processor’s clock speed during runtime.
The means of changing a processor’s clock speed during runtime is known as frequency scal-
ing. Frequency scaling is enabled via mechanisms such as speedstep, Dynamic Acceleration,
and MWAIT [11]. These mechanisms are designed to allow multiple-core CPU processors,
such as the Intel Core 2 Duo, to run cores at different speeds when higher performance is
needed [11]. They were also designed to help mobile processors preserve battery power by
reducing the clock speed when rapid processing is unnecessary. Software interfaces to manage
the Intel frequency-scaling mechanisms are provided in the Pentium M and processors released
after 2003. In order to take advantage of frequency scaling, operating systems must provide
performance management support. For this project, the removal of each operating system’s
performance management support allowed a way to ensure that no frequency scaling features
were used, thus ensuring consistency between the processor’s clock ticks and the calculated bus
clock value.
To ensure the synchronization between the processor clock and the bus clock value, specific
hardware features were considered. The Intel Pentium 4 processor used in the experiments
only supports a subset of modern power and thermal management features provided in mod-
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ern Intel processors. Fortunately this eliminated features that would otherwise have required
mitigation during testing. The TCX LPSK, one of the two operating systems used for con-
ducting experiments, does not currently support any of the power and thermal management
features, so no changes needed to be made to it. The other operating system used for tests
was the Fedora 10 distribution. This operating system provides support for power management
functionality. To disable and remove this functionality, the underlying Linux kernel was cus-
tom compiled with all power management functionally and Advanced Configuration and Power
Interface (ACPI) [11] support disabled. Finally, any services installed by default with Fedora
10 that performed power management or CPU frequency scaling were uninstalled utilizing the
system’s yum package manager application. After researching the functionality of all installed
services on the Fedora 10 installation, two services were found and uninstalled that used power
management or CPU frequency scaling technologies: ACPI Daemon and CPUSPEED. The
ACPI Daemon (ACPID) is an extensible daemon for delivering ACPI events and provides in-
terfaces for executing additional programs on ACPI events [23]. The CPUSPEED service is a
CPU frequency-scaling program that attempts to minimize power consumption and overheating
by changing the processor’s frequency based on user configured policies [24]. With all of these
system services and operating system functionalities disabled or removed, a guarantee could be
made that the default frequency of the processor would remain constant. This further guarantees
that the returned RDTSC results accurately reflect the true cycle counts of the processor during
testing.
To calculate the time required for some number, X, CPU cycles, the following function was
used with a CPU frequency of 3400MHz:
time(sec) = X(cycles)
((CPUFreq(MHz))∗1000000)
3.4.2 Mitigation of Out-of-Order Execution
Beginning with the Intel Pentium Pro and the Intel Pentium II processors, Intel built-in support
for out-of-order execution [21]. Out-of-order execution allows the processor to read, decode
and execute multiple instructions within the same clock cycle. This provides significant over-
all performance speedups [25]. However, the processor cannot guarantee that instructions will
finish execution in the order specified by the source code. Out-of-order execution could poten-
tially cause problems collecting accurate performance measurements when executing RDTSC.
For example, the RDTSC instruction could complete before all previous instructions of the mea-
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sured task, resulting in a misleading cycle count [21]. By utilizing a serializing instruction, the
instructions executed before the serializing instruction are guaranteed to complete before con-
tinuing execution [21]. Defined by Intel, a serializing instruction is any instruction that forces all
preceding instructions to complete execution before allowing the program to continue [11]. By
placing a serializing instruction directly before each RDTSC executed, it is ensured that the first
RDTSC returns a cycle count only after all experimental setup is complete and the last RDTSC
only executes, returning the cycle count after the completion of the task being measured. The
Intel architecture provides two classes of serializing instructions: privileged (executed in only
PL0) and non-privileged (executed in any PL). Shown bellow are all the Intel IA-32 serializing
instructions [11].
Non-Privileged Serializing Instructions CPUID, IRET, and RSM
Privileged Serializing Instructions INVD, INVEPT, INVLPG, INVVPID, LGDT, LIDT, LLDT,
LTR, MOV (to a control register), MOV (to a debug register), WBINVD, and WRMSR
To support test code flexibility and to ensure identical performance measurement mechanisms
for all tests performed at any privilege level, a single non-privileged serializing instruction
was selected: CPUID. The instruction CPUID is the only non-privileged serializing instruc-
tion which does not require prior processor state setup or cause any significant changes to the
current processor’s execution flow or state. The changes to the processor’s state incurred by
an execution of CPUID is the overwriting of the EAX, EBX, ECX, and EDX registers, with
processor identification and feature information [11].
3.4.3 Removal of Cache Effect
To ensure unbiased measurements, the impact of the cache effect on performance must be ad-
dressed.
Before a section of code is executed, it is loaded into fast processor memory known as cache.
The transfer from main system memory to the cache may take many cycles, creating the cache
effect. When utilizing the RDTSC instruction to produce accurate results, the cache effect must
be considered [21]. There are two different ways of dealing with the cache effect when using
the RDTSC instruction [21]. The first is to do nothing and leave the cache effect in place and
estimate the number of cycles it takes to execute a given piece of code [21]. This estimate
assumes that the number of cycles required to move instructions from memory to cache are part
of the counted cycles [21].
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The second method is to completely remove the cache effect via a process called cache warm-
ing [21]. Cache warming only accurately works with small pieces [21] (less then 1 kilobyte)
of repeatable code, since the code must be completely stored in level one (L1) processor cache.
Cache warming can be performed several different ways. The first is to execute the task once,
before starting to take measurements. As a result, the executed instructions are loaded into L1
cache [21]. Cache warming can also be achieved by repeating the task enough times to reduce
the initial load time to a negligible percent of the overall cycle count. Both cache warming
approaches produce a best-case result for a given experiment. The experiments within this re-
search all use the same C for loop code structure to repeat the given task enough times to reduce
the cycles used for the initial loading of code to less than one percent of the code execution time
and achieve cache warming.
3.4.4 Linux Loadable Kernel Modules
All the context switch implementations measured require the use of privileged instructions,
forcing all experiments to be executed at PL0. To force execution to this privilege level, dy-
namically loaded Linux kernel modules [1] were written to execute the software simulations
and the MINIX 3 performance experiments. Linux provides a defined protocol for developing
and inserting kernel modules. These modules must be developed using the C language and the
Linux kernel library functions. The module must also implement at least the two following
functions, which are defined by the Linux kernel API: init module and cleanup module. The
function init module takes no arguments and is executed during the load process of the mod-
ule. In all experiments using kernel modules, all measurements are performed and recorded
within the function init module. This was done so that execution of the experiment could be
guaranteed when the module is loaded. The cleanup module also takes no arguments and is
defined to execute directly before the kernel attempts to remove the module from the system.
This function is normally used to allow the module to perform any clean up functionality and
release of resources before completing execution, i.e., it is a de-constructor. As no clean up
functionality was needed after each test, this function only performed a return as needed to
complete execution.
Linux kernel modules, as with all running processes in Linux, are not guaranteed to execute
from start to completion uninterrupted [1]. This is because of the use of preemptive scheduling
policies in Linux [1]. Interrupted execution during an experiment would generate invalid results
because the cycles needed for scheduler management would be included in the measurement.
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Fortunately most operating systems, including Linux, use hardware interrupts to implement pre-
emptive functionality [1]. These may be disabled in PL0 [11]. The Linux kernel API provides
two functions for enabling and disabling both hardware and software interrupts. The function
local irq disable disables interrupts and the function local irq enable re-enables interrupts. By
utilizing these two functions, execution within a Linux kernel module can be guaranteed to run
uninterrupted. All experiments using kernel modules utilized these two functions to disable all
interrupts during measurement of the given task.
The Linux kernel API only provides one C function which can display information during a
kernel module’s execution: printk [1]. Depending on system configuration, the printk function,
will print the specified output along with the name of the kernel module and the date/time of
the print to the system’s standard error or to the “/var/log/messages” file [1]. The Fedora 10
distribution of Linux tested was configured to print to the messages file. All experiments that
are performed as Linux kernel modules perform the following operations:
1. Define and initialize the variables that specify the 25 measured runs (iterations), the num-
ber of the defined tasks to perform each run, and the variables storing the cycle count
results returned from RDTSC (start, stop and total). All variables are defined within the
local scope of the function init module.
2. Define and initialize experiment specific variables, if needed.
3. Perform any experiment specific setup.
4. Start execution of the first for loop. This loop counts and initiates execution of the 25 runs
specified by the variable iterations. Each run performs steps 6-13. This loop executes by
first initializing the variable i to zero. Then following step 12, this loop increments the
value stored in i by one and compares the resulting value to the variable iterations. Once
the variable i equals iterations, execution of the kernel module terminates.
5. Initialize the variables start, stop and total to zero.
6. Disable all interrupts by executing the function local irq disable.
7. Execute CPUID and RDTSC. Then store the cycle count returned from RDTSC into the
variable start.
8. Begin execution of the second for loop. This loop initiates and counts the number of tasks
being measured. This loop is executed by first initializing the variable j to zero. Following
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the completion of each iteration the value j is incremented by one and compared to the
the constant value 105. Once the variable j is equal to 105, execution proceeds to step 9.
9. Execute the instructions CPUID and RDTSC. Then store the cycle count results returned
from RDTSC into the variable stop.
10. Re-enable interrupts by executing the function local irq enable.
11. Calculate the difference between the values stored in stop and start. Then store the cal-
culated difference into the variable total.
12. Print out the values stored in start, stop, and total, along with the number of tasks exe-
cuted, stored in j. The printing of the variable j is performed to ensure that all 105 tasks
were performed as specified.
3.4.5 Negation of Overhead
The methodology used to accurately measure and record performance of context switches
causes cycles from measurement overhead to be added to the recorded total cycles for each ex-
periment. This overhead is caused by cache warming, execution of a single CPUID, and RDTSC
within the measured code. The number of cycles added by the overhead remains constant over
the total number of measured cycles. To ensure this does not affect the final results, each exper-
iment performed the task being measured 105 times, causing any overhead up to 1,000 cycles
to be less than one percent of the overall total cycles. To determine that the overhead is less
than 1,000 cycles, the cost of cache warming and the instructions CPUID and RDTSC were
researched and measured. The instructions CPUID and RDTSC were measured using a Linux
loadable kernel module, which executes each instruction 105 times. These measurements were
implemented using the same methods presented in this section. The code used to perform these
measurements is referenced in Appendix B.1 and Appendix B.2. The techniques needed to
measure and accurately determine the cost of cache warming are outside of the scope of this
research. However, an accurate estimate of the number cycles incurred from cache warming is
essential to determining an overhead estimate. Results gathered from previous research efforts
[26], were used to account for cache warming. These results and those collected by measuring
CPUID and RDTSC are presented in Section 4.1.
To perform 105 context switches all experiments used the same C for loop code structure. This
ensures that any overhead caused by the for loop is equal across all experiments. Thus, the
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final results from all experiments are comparable. Each experiment was run 25 times. From
each run the average number of cycles needed to complete one context switch was calculated.
The standard deviation was calculated across all runs of a given experiment. These results are
presented in Chapter 4.
3.4.6 Verification of Experiment Code
To verify that the operations performed by each experiment are executed as developed, once
compiled, each experiment was disassembled using the IDA Pro v4.9 disassembler [27]. The
output of the disassembled experiment’s code was then compared to the original source code.
This ensured that the compiler that built the given experiment did not remove or modify any of
the operations that were intended to be measured.
3.4.7 Experiment One–Minimal Context Switch Cost
To determine a baseline measurement of the cost of performing a minimal context switch, the
first experiment simulates the saves and restores performed by an Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch. The experiment saves and restores all dynamic fields defined in the Intel 32-bit TSS,
in addition to changing any process-specific processor values, such as the LDTR. This test was
implemented and performed in a Linux loadable kernel module adapted for these experiments
as described in Section 3.4.4. This ensured uninterrupted execution and permitted the use of
the LLDT instruction and loading of the CR3 register, both privileged instructions. The out-
of-order execution mitigation and cache warming techniques previously described were also
applied. The values returned by the first RDTSC, executed before the first context switch and
the last RDTSC directly after the last context switch were recorded using the printk function.
Additionally, the difference between the start and end cycle count values and the number of
context switches performed were recorded using the printk function. The source code for this
experiment is in Appendix B.4.
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The context switch measured by this experiment performed the following operations:
1. Save EIP registers via CALL instruction (EIP is used to store a pointer value identifying
the next instruction to execute)
2. Save CS, SS, GS, FS, DS and ES registers onto stack via PUSH instruction
3. Save all general-purpose registers (EAX, EBX, ECX, EDX, ESP, EBP, ESI, EDI) onto
stack via PUSHA instruction (The C compiler GCC, automatically converts the instruc-
tion PUSHA to PUSHAD if the generated code is specified for use on an IA-32 or IA-64
architectures. All code produced within this research was specified to execute on an IA-32
architecture)
4. Save EFLAGS register to stack via PUSHF
5. Simulate store and restore of old and new process’s reference, by storing old process’s
ESP value to memory and loading ESP with new process’s value stored in memory.
6. Load local descriptor table via LLDT instruction
7. Load the new CR3 register via a MOV instruction
8. Load the EFLAGS register from stack via POPF instruction
9. Load all general-purpose registers from stack via POPA (The C compiler GCC, automat-
ically converts the instruction POPA to POPAD if the generated code is specified for use
on an IA-32 or IA-64 architectures)
10. Load all segment selector registers in reverse order as pushed (exception CS register can
not be changed via a POP or MOV instruction)
11. Switch execution to new process by changing the values stored in the register CS and EIP
via a far JMP instruction
3.4.8 Experiment Two–MINIX 3 Software Context Switch
The MINIX 3 operating system was used to measure performance of a software context switch
implementation. The code defined in version 3.1 of the MINIX 3 source was converted from
Intel assembly code format used in MINIX 3 to C inline assembly, and placed inside a Linux
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kernel module, similar to that used in Experiment One. This experiment utilizes the same mea-
surement, out-of-order execution mitigation and cache warming techniques previously detailed.
The same set of values were recorded as with all other experiments: cycle counts at the begin-
ning of the first context switch and at the end of the last context switch, the calculated difference
between cycle count values, and the number of context switches performed. The original source
of the MINIX 3 context switch in Intel assembly format is in Appendix A. The source code for
this experiment’s kernel module is in Appendix B.5.
Software Interrupt (INT n) Hardware Interrupt IRET
Cycles 521 [28] 1712 [29] 645 [28]
Table 3.4: Software and Hardware Interrupts and Interrupt Return Performance Costs on an Intel Pentium 4
MINIX 3 relies on a software or hardware interrupt to initiate the software context switch as
discussed in Section 3.3.2. Additionally, redirection of execution to the restarted process also
depends interrupts. This is to be able to execute the interrupt return instruction, IRET. An
interrupt and interrupt return aids the context switch process by saving the values of the SS,
ESP, CS, EIP and EFLAGS registers [11] onto the current process’s stack at the beginning of
the context switch. At the end of a context switch, the interrupt return removes these values after
redirecting execution. In developing this experiment, an effort was made to measure hardware
and software interrupts and interrupt returns. However, due to the implementation of the MINIX
3 scheduler and process manager, the process executed after a context switch could not be
controlled. Thus, no assurance could be made that the measured results would include cycles
used by the interrupt, context switch subroutines and interrupt return. The modifications to
accurately measure the costs of interrupts and the IRET instruction individually are beyond
the scope of this thesis. To account for the costs of interrupts, results specific to the hardware
used in this research were gathered from two previous research efforts [29][28]. These results
are shown in Table 3.4. This experiment only measured the costs of the MINIX 3 subroutines
without interrupts or interrupt returns. The final results in Section 4.3 describe this experiment’s
results and the estimated costs of execution with interrupts.
3.4.9 Experiment Three–Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch
The TCX Least Privilege Separation Kernel was used to measure performance of the Intel TSS
hardware context switching mechanism. For this experiment, the boot initialization process
of revision 85 of the prototype TCX LPSK was modified. The same methods of performing
measurements, out-of-order execution mitigation, and cache warming were used as with the
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previous experiments. To ensure uninterrupted execution during testing, all software and hard-
ware interrupts were disabled by removing all the kernel initialization enabling of interrupts
with the function pic enable irq. After each run of this experiment, the cycle count value at
the beginning of the first context switch and end of the last switch were displayed and the sys-
tem was halted in a way that maintained the display. The specific changes to the TCX LPSK
initialization process are briefly described below. Full source code developed to perform this
experiment and the changes made to the TCK LPSK initialization are in Appendix B.6.
The prototype TCX LPSK is built to manage up to eight TSSs, though for demonstration pur-
poses revision 85 utilizes only the first four. The TSSs in TCX LPSK are created during the
kernel initialization process, specified in kernel ini2.c in the TCX source. Utilizing the TSS
creation functionality, this experiment modifies the first two TSSs, which we will call TSS1
and TSS2, after they are created and overwrites the defined EIP field with the addresses of two
functions: process one and process two. The current processor’s cycle count value is obtained
through the process documented in Section 3.4.1, and is stored into memory accessible to any
task executing in PL0. Then, execution of 105 context switches begins by executing a call to the
function task switch asm, which performs a far JMP instruction to TSS1. This context switch
starts execution of process one. Function process one performs a simple for loop that checks
the number of context switches performed. If the current count of context switches is not the
total required to be completed, process one immediately executes task switch asm starting the
context switch to TSS2, which executes process two. Function process two is a for loop, which
performs the same operations as process one. If the required number of context switches has
not been reached, it performs a context switch back to process one. When execution returns
to process one or process two, they increment the same variable switch counter, which keeps
track of the total number of context switches performed. Both functions perform these same
operations until all 105 context switches are performed. Once the total is reached, execution re-
mains in process two for the remainder of the experiment’s execution. Process two completes
processing by taking the last cycle count value and printing the start and end cycle count values,
along with the total number of context switches executed, to the screen. Finally, it initiates a
halt of the system, leaving the printed results visible for hand recording.
The use of the function task switch asm to initiate a hardware context switch adds additional
overhead to the final measured value. The overhead causes this experiment’s results to be un-
equal to the other experiments. To retain proportionate overhead across all experiments and
maintaining comparability, the overhead of calling task switch asm was measured. To perform
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this measurement the C callable assembly function task switch dummy was created. This func-
tion performs all the same operations as task switch asm, except for the far JMP, which initiates
the context switch. The cost of performing task switch dummy was then measured in the TCX
LPSK using the same methodologies used in all the experiments in this thesis. The results of this
overhead are discussed in Section 4.4. This overhead is then subtracted from the initial recorded
results of executing Experiment Three, in order to represent only the costs of executing the Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch. The modifications made to the TCX LPSK used to measure
the overhead are in Appendix B.6. The source code for the functions task switch dummy and
task switch asm are in Appendix B.3.
The for loop structure used in this experiment is identical to that used in all experiments in this
research. When first executed in process one the for loop initializes the variable switch counter
to the value 1 because one switch was already performed to begin its execution. The variable
switch counter is within the same data segment as both process one and process two, making it
consistent with the Linux-based experiments that use only one data segment for the given mod-
ule. The for loop then continues execution by performing a far JMP based Intel IA-32 hardware
context switch to TSS2, incrementing the variable switch counter by one after each completed
context switch. Once the context switch completes the processor starts execution of the function
process two. Process two executes a for loop by first initializing switch counter to the value 2,
because there have been two context switches. The second initializing of switch counter is not
performed by all other experiments, however the cost of this, added with the for loop overhead
is less then one percent of the overall cycles measured. Process two continues execution by per-
forming a context switch to TSS1 and incrementing the variable switch counter by one. Thus,
the value in switch counter will always represent the exact number of context switches, which
have been performed.
3.4.10 Experiment Four–Modified MINIX 3 Four Hardware Privilege Level
Supported Software Context Switch
The MINIX 3 context switch does not provide all the same functionality as an Intel IA-32
hardware context switch. By design, the MINIX 3 context switch only switches processes
which utilize two of the four Intel hardware privilege levels. However, the Intel IA-32 hardware
context switch provides support for processes that utilize all four. This experiment was designed
using a modified MINIX 3 context switch to show the cost differences between two and four
hardware privilege level supported software context switch implementations.
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To enable support, for all four hardware privilege levels for a given process (i.e., task, as spec-
ified by the Intel documentation) the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch specifies six fields
within the IA-32 TSS that contain the values for the stack segment (SS) and stack pointer (ESP)
for each privilege level. These fields are SS0, ESP0, SS1, ESP1, SS2 and ESP2. The specifics
of these fields were discussed in Section 3.3.1 and Table 3.3. The digit following each of the
three SS and three ESP fields signifies the corresponding privilege level. These values are used
as the SS and ESP values for the process’s execution when executing in the given privilege level.
Within the use of an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch, no physical changes are needed to
the processor’s register or systems memory values during the context switch in order to change
these six values referenced during execution. This is because the six values are only referenced
from the current process’s TSS when an interrupt or gate-call is performed. To change the TSS
referenced as the current process’s TSS, the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch changes the
current task register to reference the new process’s TSS.
MINIX 3 does not utilize different TSSs for every process. However, as defined by the Intel
architecture, all operating systems are required to define and load a valid task register and TSS
during the boot process. Due to this requirement, MINIX 3 defines and uses a single TSS and
task register. The single MINIX 3 TSS is then referenced by the processor for all processes in
order to determine the proper SS0, ESP0, SS1, ESP1, SS2 and ESP2 values during an interrupt
or gate-call to different privilege levels. Thus, to add support for all four hardware privilege
levels to the MINIX 3 software context switch, as done by the Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch, only as few as six MOV operations are needed to change the current values in the
MINIX 3 TSS. Experiment Four measures the added cost to the MINIX 3 context switch in
order to add support for all four hardware privilege levels.
Experiment Four was implemented by modifying the MINIX 3 context switch described in
Section 3.4.7. Six pairs of MOV instructions were added to the restart procedure of the MINIX
3 context switch. This simulated moving the new process’s SS0, ESP0, SS1, ESP1, SS2 and
ESP2 values into the MINIX 3 TSS. Three pairs of MOV instructions placed predefined 32-
bit values from memory into the simulated MINIX 3 TSS fields. This simulated the loading
of the ESP0, ESP1, and ESP2 values. The last three pairs moved 16-bit values from memory
into the simulated MINIX 3 TSS’s SS0, SS1, and SS2 values. This experiment was performed
using a Linux kernel module and the same measurement methodologies used within all previous
Linux-based experiments. The complete source for this experiment is given in Appendix B.7.
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3.4.11 Experiment Five–Linux Software Simulation of Intel IA-32 Hard-
ware Context Switch
Experiment One measures the number of cycles required to save and change the same values
within the processor’s state as an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. However, it does not
accurately compare the cost of completing all the operations performed by the Intel IA-32 hard-
ware context switch using software. Experiment Five measures the number of cycles required
to complete a software-based simulation executing all operations performed by an Intel IA-32
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Figure 3.7: Memory Layout of the Simulated TSSs and TSS Descriptor Fields in the GDT [11]
To accurately simulate the hardware context switch, each of the 14 steps presented in Sec-
tion 3.3.1 were simulated with software operations. These simulated operations and the oper-
ations performed by a far JMP initiated hardware context switch are shown in Table 3.5. The
software operations performance were measured in a Linux kernel module, using the same steps
and procedures as all other Linux-based experiments within this research. The source code pro-
duced for this experiment is given in Appendix B.8. Figure 3.7 depicts the memory layout of
the TSS and TSS descriptor fields in the GDT, which are required to accurately simulate an Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch initiated through the far JMP instruction in software.
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Step Intel’s Operation Simulation’s Operation
1 Obtain the TSS segment selector for the
new task as the operand of the JMP in-
struction [11].
Fetch and save a 16-bit segment selec-
tor from memory location using MOV in-
struction.
2 Check that the current (old) task is al-
lowed to switch to the new task. Data-
access privilege rules apply. The cur-
rent privilege level (CPL) of the current
(old) task and the requester privilege level
(RPL) of the segment selector for the new
task must be less than or equal to the de-
scriptor privilege level (DPL) of the TSS
descriptor or task gate being referenced
[11].
Use VERR instruction to check permis-
sion on a given segment selector (LDT se-
lector is used).
3 Check that the TSS descriptor of the new
task is marked present and has a valid
limit (greater than or equal to 0x67) [11].
Perform check of two values stored in
memory. First check (BT instruction) ver-
ifies the task is present and able to be exe-
cuted. If it is not available perform a JMP
exiting from the remainder of the context
switch. If the task is available, check that
the limit value is greater than 0x67. If not
greater, then perform a JMP exiting from
the remainder of the context switch.
4 Check that the new task is available [11],
i.e., busy (B) flag is currently not set.
Performing bit test (BT instructions)
checking that the busy flag is not set. If
it is set perform a JMP exiting from the
remainder of the context switch.
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Step Intel’s Operation Simulation’s Operation
5 Check that the current (old) TSS, new
TSS, and all segment descriptors used in
the context switch are paged into system
memory [11].
This is only a hardware-based operation,
which verifies the data has been properly
loaded into cache. When each value of the
old and new TSS is accessed or loaded to
or from the processor through the course
of this simulation, the loading and verifi-
cation of each value will be automatically
performed by hardware.
6 Clear the busy (B) flag in the current (old)
task’s TSS descriptor [11].
Set the busy flag with an AND operation.
7 Leave the NT flag unchanged in the saved
EFLAGS image [11].
Leave NT flag as currently set. This step
is represented by an NOP instruction.
8 Save the state of the current (old) task in
the current task’s TSS. Find the base ad-
dress of the current TSS in the task regis-
ter and then copy the state of the follow-
ing registers into the current TSS: all the
general-purpose registers, segment selec-
tors from the segment registers, the tem-
porarily saved image of the EFLAGS reg-
ister, and the instruction pointer register
(EIP) [11].
Perform series of MOV operations saving
all current fields as specified into the old
task’s TSS fields.
9 Change NT flag to reflect the state of NT
in the EFLAGS loaded from the new task
[11].
Leave the NT flag in the EFLAGS register
with the same state as previously loaded.
No software operations are needed to ex-
ecute this step.
10 Sets the busy (B) flag in the new task’s
TSS descriptor [11].
Use AND instruction to set the busy flag
in memory (the new task’s TSS descrip-
tor).
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Step Intel’s Operation Simulation’s Operation
11 Load the task register with the segment
selector and descriptor for the new task’s
TSS [11].
The operations performed by loading the
task register are the same as those for
loading any segment selector. Thus, per-
form a MOV instruction loading the GS
register.
12 Load the new task’s TSS state into the
processor. This includes the LDTR reg-
ister, the PDBR (control register CR3),
the EFLAGS registers, the EIP register,
the general-purpose registers, and the seg-
ment selectors [11].
Perform a series of MOV operations
loading the processor with all new val-
ues as specified in the new task’s TSS.
This includes loading all general-purpose
registers and segment registers and the
EFLAGS, EIP, CR3 and LDT registers.
This also includes moving the values for
SS0, SS1, SS2, ESP0, ESP1 and ESP2
into the registers SS and ESP in order to
properly verify each value.
13 Qualify and load all the segment selectors
of the new task. Any errors associated
with this loading and qualification occur
in the context of the new task [11].
Loading and qualifying of all segment se-
lectors are done during the MOV oper-
ations previously performed. No other
software operations are needed to per-
form this step.
14 Begin execution of the new task. This is completed after the loading of the
register CS and EIP in software, which is
performed by execution of a far JMP at
the end of step 12.
Table 3.5: Comparison of Hardware Context Switch Opera-
tions to Experiment Five’s Software-Based Simulation
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3.4.12 Experiment Six–TCX LPSK Software Simulation of Intel IA-32
Hardware Context Switch
This experiment was designed to show that the results gathered from Experiment Five are the
same across different operating systems. It also shows that the results gathered from the exper-
iments conducted on the TCX LPSK are comparable to those gathered from the experiments
conducted in Linux. To implement this experiment, the exact assembler operations performed
by Experiment Five were executed within the TCX LPSK. These instructions were determined
by analyzing the disassembled output of Experiment Five. This output was then compared to
the disassembled version of this experiment. This allowed for a strict comparison and verifica-
tion that the two experiments performed the same instructions. These instructions include the
same methodology and strategies used in measuring CPU cycles, performing out-of-order code
execution mitigation and cache warming. The modifications made to the TCX LPSK for this
experiment are provided in Appendix B.9.
3.4.13 Experiment Seven–Single Execution of Intel IA-32 Hardware Con-
text Switch
Using the TCX LPSK, this experiment measures the performance of a single Intel IA-32 hard-
ware context switch. The results of this experiment aid in verifying the cost of an Intel context
switch as determined by Experiment Three. It also helps show that the results acquired from Ex-
periment Three are not affected by the implementation of the for loop process used in the TCX
LPSK. The results of this experiment are expected to show a higher cycle count than Experi-
ment Three because this experiment cannot take advantage of cache warming. This experiment
depicts the worst-case for execution of an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
Experiment Seven uses the same design as Experiment Three; it modifies the first TSS, which
will be referred to as TSS1, created by the TCX LPSK. It then changes the default EIP field of
TSS1 to point to the function process one. This change causes the processor to execute pro-
cess one when a context switch to TSS1 occurs. Experiment Seven then executes the instruc-
tions CPUID and RDTSC. It saves the resulting values from RDTSC into the variables cs starth
and cs startl within the current data segment. It then executes the function task switch asm,
passing the segment selector of TSS1 and the value 0 as needed to properly perform a hardware
context switch execution to TSS1. Following the context switch, execution switches to the func-
tion process one. Process one then executes the instructions CPUID and RDTSC, saving the
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resulting values from RDTSC into the variables cs stoph and cs stopl. The values of cs starth
cs startl, cs stoph and cs stopl are then printed and the system is halted. The printed results are
left visible for hand recording. The modifications made to the TCX LPSK for this experiment
are provided in Appendix B.10.2.
To ensure that the final results collected by this experiment do not include the overhead of mea-
suring an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch on the TCX LPSK, a baseline measurement was
determined. To obtain the baseline, the experiment was first performed without executing an
Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. The baseline initially sets up TSS1 and executes CPUID
and RDTSC. It then saves the values from RDTSC into the variables cs starth and cs startl. To
account for the cost of executing task switch asm without performing an Intel context switch,
the function task switch dummy, as was described in Section 3.4.9, was then executed. Fol-
lowing this, the instructions performed by the C function process one were executed. These
instructions were identified by the disassembled version of Experiment Seven. Then the in-
structions CPUID and RDTSC were executed, saving the cycle count values into cs stoph and
cs stopl. Finally, the results are printed and the system is halted. The results of this base-
line are then subtracted from the results of Experiment Seven. By doing this, the final result
will only include the number of cycles required to execute the Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch. The modifications made to the TCX LPSK to determine this baseline are provided in
Appendix B.10.1.
3.5 Summary
In order to empirically measure the performance of hardware and software context switching
mechanisms, seven experiments were developed and three operating systems were utilized to
provide examples of context switching implementations and platforms in which to conduct ex-
periment execution. The three operating systems referenced in this research are the Trusted
Computing Exemplar Least Privileged Separation Kernel, Fedora 10 running the Linux Kernel
2.6, and MINIX 3. These three operating systems were all selected because of their size and
feature sets. An Intel 3.4GHz Pentium 4 Hyper-Threaded processor based system was con-
figured to process a single stream of execution and provides the same single platform for all
operating systems and experiments. All seven experiments were implemented using the same
strict methodology, mitigating the side effects caused by out-of-order execution. The first six
experiments also used the same iteration process to mitigate against the cache effect so that the
experimental conditions could be controlled. These first six experiments provide the best-case
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costs for each context switch. The last experiment used a design intended to remove measure-
ment overhead. This allows all measurements to be easily compared. In addition, all seven
experiments were executed in PL0 with hardware and software interrupts disabled. This is done
to ensure that all privileged instructions could execute and to prohibit interruption during runs
of each experiment.
The implementations of four experiments (One, Two, Four and Five) were built as Linux kernel
modules, while Experiments Three, Six and Seven were developed and performed in a modified
version of the TCX LPSK. Experiment One, in Section 3.4.7, outlines methodology used to
provide a baseline of the expected results for minimal software context switch for two hardware
privilege levels. This baseline was determined by simulating the saves and loads of the values
specified by the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. Experiment Two, in Section 3.4.8, uses
the MINIX 3 context switch implementation to measure the performance of a software context
switch. Experiment Three, in Section 3.4.9, uses the TCX LPSK Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch implementation and defines an experiment to measure the minimal performance of a
hardware context switch. Experiment Four, defined in Section 3.4.10, measures the additional
cost of managing a four-hardware privilege level context switch in MINIX 3. Experiments
Five and Six are intended to measure the cost of a software context switch that performs all
of the operations performed in an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch both on Linux and the
TCX LPSK. Experiment Seven measures the execution of a single Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch.
Chapter 4 provides the results collected from the experiments. The results include the number
of cycles required to perform each task, the calculated cycles per context switch type, and a
machine cycle-to-time conversion. Each set of results is accompanied by analyses of the results
and any limitations encountered.
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This chapter discusses and analyzes the context switch performance results collected from the
experiments outlined in Chapter 3. Included with these results is a brief overview of each
experiment. Following the overview of these results is a final analysis and conclusion of the
implication of the collected results. This chapter then concludes by providing a final summary.
Each experiment’s results are summarized using the following table fields:
Cycles The average number of cycles used to complete a single context switch plus-or-minus
the calculated standard deviation from 25 runs.
Time The average time (nanoseconds) needed to completely execute a single context switch.
This is calculated by converting the average number of cycles, specified in “Cycles Per
Switch” to time based off the processor frequency 3.4GHz. Section 3.4.1 presented this
function.
4.1 Measurements of RDTSC, CPUID and Cache Warming
Table 4.1 shows the number of cycles that were found necessary to complete a single execution
of the instructions RDTSC and CPUID. Included with these results are the costs of performing
cache warming of 105 instructions, which was determined by research experiments performed
by another study [26].
RDTSC CPUID Cache Warming [26]
Cycles 100.0± 0.0 441.9± 2.0 145± 0.0
Time (ns) 29.4 129.9 42.6
Table 4.1: RDTSC, CPUID and Cache Warming Costs
Execution of a single RDTSC and CPUID instructions and cache warming of less than 105 in-
structions are performed during the measurement of CPU cycles during all experiments. These
cycles are considered overhead of measuring a task’s performance. Due to the fact there is only
one execution of each operation, the overhead to be assumed constant. In the worst-case, the
number of cycles added to a given measurement is 689-cycles. To make these 689-cycles neg-
ligible (1 percent or less), given the worse-case that the task being measured requires only one
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cycle to complete execution, 68,900 tasks need to be executed. Thus, to ensure that the 689-
cycles is less than 1 percent of a given total, all experiments performed 105 context switches
during each run.
4.2 Minimal Software Context Switch Results
Experiment One measured the performance costs of a minimal software-based context switch.
This context switch saves and loads the same values from the TSS as performed during an Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch. Figure 4.2 shows the number of cycles and time required to
execute a single execution of this context switch. These results only reflect the lower-bound
impact to transfer execution to a new process within the same privilege level. These results may
differ from those performing a context switch that requires transferring execution to a process
where execution resumes in a different Intel IA-32 hardware privilege level.
Cycles 1232.0± 0.0
Time (ns) 362.3
Table 4.2: Minimal Software Context Switch Cost Results
4.3 MINIX 3 Software Context Switch Results
Experiment Two (results shown in Table 4.3) presents the results of executing a MINIX 3 soft-
ware context switch. For the reasons discussed in Section 3.4.8.
Software Only w\Software Interrupt w\Hardware Interrupt
Cycles 527.7± 0.6 1693.7± 0.0 2884.7± 0.0
Time (ns) 115.2 498.1 848.4
Table 4.3: MINIX 3 Software Context Switch Results
Experiment Two presents three sets of results, describing the full performance costs of perform-
ing each of the two paths of execution for a MINIX 3 software context switch. The first column
in Table 4.3 (Software Only) presents the measurement of only the MINIX 3 software subrou-
tines save and restart. The second column (w\Software) Interrupt, describes the number of
cycles required to complete a MINIX 3 context switch when the additional costs of a software
interrupt and an interrupt return are included with the software subroutines. The last column
(w\Hardware Interrupt), describes the costs required to complete a MINIX 3 context switch
when the additional costs of a hardware interrupt and interrupt return are included with the
software subroutines. These results showed, on average and across all executions, the MINIX
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3 software context switch subroutines required 527.7-cycles with a standard deviation of 0.6 to
complete execution. With the added costs of performing an interrupt and interrupt return, this
context switch required a total of 1693.7-cycles when initiated by software and 2884.7-cycles
when initiated by hardware.
4.4 Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch Results
Using the TCX LPSK, Experiment Three measured the performance costs of executing an Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch (referred to as a Task Switch in the Intel documentation). To
perform the far JMP instruction used to initiate the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch in the
TCX LPSK, the C function task switch asm is used. This function is not a standard part of the
Intel IA-32 hardware context switch and prevents the accurate comparison of the performance of
multiple context switch implementations. To account for this function, an additional experiment
was performed as was discussed in Section 3.4.9. The calculated overhead costs and final Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch results are presented in Table 4.4. The final results of the Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch reflect the subtraction of the overhead costs.
Overhead Final
Cycles 88.4± 0.5 2865.6± 0.0
Time (ns) 26.0 842.8
Table 4.4: Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch Results
4.5 Modified Four Hardware Privilege Level Supported
MINIX 3 Software Context Switch Results
The standard MINIX 3 software context switch supports process execution that is restricted to
two of the four Intel IA-32 hardware privilege levels. The Intel IA-32 hardware context switch
supports execution in all four Intel IA-32 hardware privilege levels. In order to provide com-
parable results between software and hardware context switches, modifications were made to
the MINIX 3 context switch. The modifications added support for all four Intel IA-32 hardware
privilege levels. Table 4.5 shows the performance results recorded from this modified MINIX
3 software context switch. These can be used to compare the performance impact required to
enable four Intel IA-32 hardware privilege level support of an operating system that utilizes a
software-based context switching implementation.
The results of Experiment Four, require that the costs of performing either a hardware or soft-
ware interrupt along with an interrupt return be added to the measured results, as per the same
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reasoning used in Experiment Two, as described in Section 3.4.8. The results in Table 4.5
use the same column headers and represent the same classification of data described in Sec-
tion 4.3. The resulting total number of cycles required to execute this software context switch
with a hardware interrupt and an interrupt return is 2889.0-cycles (w\Hardware Interrupt) and
1698.0-cycles with a software interrupt and an interrupt return (w\Software Interrupt).
Software Only w\Software Interrupt w\Hardware Interrupt
Cycles 532.0± 0.0 1698.0± 0.0 2889.0± 0.0
Time (ns) 156.4 499.4 849.7
Table 4.5: Modified Four Privilege Level Supported MINIX 3 Software Context Switch Results
4.6 Linux Software Simulation of Intel IA-32 Hardware Con-
text Switch Results
Experiment Five measured the costs of performing a software-based simulation of the Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch. Hardware mechanisms are generally assumed to require fewer
cycles compared to the identical operations in software. Thus, the number of cycles neces-
sary to complete this software context switch was expected to be more than or equal to the
2865.6-cycles required for the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch implementation measured
in Experiment Three. However, the results of Experiment Five indicate that the software imple-
mentation requires significantly (almost a factor of 2) fewer cycles than hardware. The results
for this experiment are shown in Table 4.6.
Cycles 1788.0± 0.8
Time (ns) 528.8
Table 4.6: Linux Software Simulation of Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch Results
4.7 TCX LPSK Software Simulation of Intel IA-32 Hard-
ware Context Switch Results
Experiment Six measures the cost of performing the same software-based simulation of the
Intel IA-32 hardware context switch measured in Experiment Five. The difference between
Experiments Five and Six is that Experiment Five was executed within the Linux Kernel, while
Experiment Six was performed within the TCX LPSK. This experiment compares the perfor-
mance differences of executing the same task on the TCX LPSK and Linux. This was done
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to ensure the results produced remain equivalent across multiple operating systems. The ex-
pected result of this experiment was that Experiment Six would require more cycles compared
to Linux. This is due to the use of the large memory model within the TCX LPSK. The use of
the large memory model requires all memory accesses to reference both a segment and an off-
set. The referencing of both a segment and an offset for all memory accesses is not required in
Linux [1]. The results gathered from Experiment Six correspond with these expectations. The
results shown in Table 4.7 reveal that the TCX LPSK required a few cycles more than Linux.
The specific memory model used by a given operating system, such as the large memory model
in the TCX LPSK, has only a small impact on the cost of a software context switch [11].
Cycles 1862.8± 0.8
Time (ns) 547.8
Table 4.7: TCX LPSK Software Simulation of Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch Results
4.8 Single Execution of Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch
Results
To aid in verification of the results collected from Experiment Three and ensure their costs
are not due to the use of the C for loop structure within the TCX LPSK, Experiment Seven was
developed to measure the performance of the execution of a single Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch. This allows for the measurement of the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch without
the use of a for loop structure. However, this does not allow for the mitigation techniques of
measurement overhead used by all previous experiments. To account for the overhead, two
experiments were conducted. The first measured the costs of setting up the context switch but
did not perform it. The second measured the overhead of performing the measurement and
execution of the single context switch. The results from the overhead measurement, shown in
Table 4.8, were then subtracted from the results collected from the actual measured execution
of a single Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. Due to the fact this experiment cannot take
advantage of cache warming techniques these results reflect a worst-case cost of executing an
Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. The final result of 3707.2-cycles shown in Table 4.8,
elucidate that the high costs of an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch depicted in Experiment
Three, are not due to the use of the TCX LPSK or the C for loop.
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Overhead Final
Cycles 695.7± 0.8 3707.2± 0.8
Time (ns) 204.6 1090.3
Table 4.8: Single Execution of Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch Results
4.9 Final Analysis and Conclusions
The results collected from execution of the seven experiments performed during the course of
this research yielded several different conclusions on the performance of two and four Intel
IA-32 hardware privilege level supported hardware and software context switching implemen-
tations. Results from Experiment Three and Seven empirically establish the number of cycles
needed to complete an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. These results compared to those
collected in Experiments One, Five and Six determined that nearly two times more cycles are
needed to perform the same operations in hardware as in software. The exact explanation for
the substantial difference between software and hardware is unknown at this point and would
require a lower level analysis of the proprietary Intel processor hardware, which is outside the
scope of this thesis.
The experimental results collected in this thesis determined the differences in performance be-
tween context switches that support two or four of the Intel IA-32 hardware privilege levels.
To determine the performance difference, the results of the MINIX 3 software context switch
collected in Experiment Two and the modified MINIX 3 software context switch in Experiment
Four were compared. Both context switch implementations performed the same operations ex-
cluding those specific to supporting either the two or four Intel IA-32 hardware privilege levels.
Thus, the difference between the number of cycles required by the MINIX 3 software context
switch and the modified MINIX 3 software context switch represents only that which is needed
to support the two different number of Intel IA-32 hardware privilege levels. This comparison
showed there is only a minor increase (4.3) to the number of cycles required to add support of all
four Intel IA-32 hardware privilege levels to the MINIX 3 software context switch. The increase
in number of cycles is small because the only required changes to support all four Intel IA-32
hardware privilege levels is the setup of the values SS0, SS1, SS2, ESP0, ESP1, and ESP2, in
the new task’s TSS. A detailed discussion of these values is presented in Section 3.4.10.
The final results analyzed are the use of software and hardware interrupts within the event of
a context switch. The MINIX 3 software context switch utilizes the functionality of interrupts
to properly save and restore processes’ state. Due to this, the cost of interrupts, must be taken
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into consideration along with the actual software instructions used. A detailed discussion of
the use of interrupts and the interrupt return is provided in Section 3.3.2. The initial results of
the two MINIX 3 software context switches measured in Experiments Two and Four showed
that only 527.7 to 532 cycles were needed to complete the switch of execution between two
processes. With the added costs of an interrupt and interrupt return, the number of cycles
needed to perform a MINIX 3 context switch significantly increases. The results gathered from
Experiment Two and Experiment Four added against the costs of performing an interrupt and
interrupt return showed that the number of cycles required to complete execution is as many or
more than that needed by the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. The results of the MINIX 3
software context switch in Experiment Two ranged from 1693.7 cycles with a software interrupt
and interrupt return to 2884.7 with a hardware interrupt and interrupt return. Compared with the
results from Experiment Three, measuring the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch, the MINIX
3 software context switch initiated by a software interrupt required 1171.9 fewer cycles, while
the hardware interrupt initiated MINIX 3 context switch required 19.1 more cycles. The costs
of performing the MINIX 3 software subroutines are relatively minor compared to the overall
costs of performing the needed software or hardware interrupt and interrupt return.
Table 4.9 summarizes the results collected by each experiment through the course of this thesis.
Each result detailed includes the following information:
Experiment The name of the given experiment used to collect the given results.
Platform The operating system used to conduct the given experiment.
Cache The state of the cache during the measurement of the context switch. If labeled warmed,
this means that cache warming techniques were used to measure the best-case results of
the given context switch. If labeled cold, this means cache warming techniques were not
used, giving the worst-case performance results for the given context switch.
Description A brief description of the context switch implementation measured.
Cycles The number of cycles that are required to complete execution of the given context
switch, in the given cache state.
Time The number of nanoseconds required to complete execution of the given context switch
on a 3.4GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor.
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Experiment Platform Cache Description Cycles Time(ns)
One Linux warmed A software-based simulation
of a minimal context switch
that performs the required
save and load operations be-
tween tasks of the values
specified as changed by the
Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch.
1232.0± 0.0 362.3
Two Linux warmed The MINIX 3 software-based
context switch that includes
the costs of a software inter-
rupt and an interrupt return.
1693.7± 0.0 498.1
Two Linux warmed The MINIX 3 software-based
context switch that includes
the costs of a hardware inter-
rupt and an interrupt return.
2884.7± 0.0 848.4
Three LPSK warmed The Intel IA-32 hardware
context switch that is initi-
ated through a far JMP in-
struction to a TSS descriptor
in the GDT.
2865.6± 0.0 842.8
Four Linux warmed A MINIX 3 context switch
that provides the same level
of support for the four In-
tel IA-32 hardware privilege
levels, as supplied by the In-
tel IA-32 hardware context
switch. Included with the re-
sults is the cost of a software
interrupt and an interrupt re-
turn.
1698.0± 0.0 499.4
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Four Linux warmed A MINIX 3 context switch
that provides the same level
of support for the four In-
tel IA-32 hardware privilege
levels, as supplied by the In-
tel IA-32 hardware context
switch. Included with the re-
sults is the cost of a hardware
interrupt and an interrupt re-
turn.
2889.0± 0.0 849.7
Five Linux warmed A software-based context
switch, which simulates the
steps and operations of the
Intel IA-32 hardware con-
text switch that is initiated
through a far JMP instruction
to a TSS descriptor in the
GDT.
1788.0± 0.8 528.8
Six LPSK warmed A software-based context
switch, which simulates the
steps and operations of the
Intel IA-32 hardware con-
text switch that is initiated
through a far JMP instruction
to a TSS descriptor in the
GDT.
1862.8± 0.8 547.8
Seven LPSK cold The Intel IA-32 hardware
context switch that is initi-
ated through a far JMP in-
struction to a TSS descriptor
in the GDT.
3707.2± 0.0 1090.3
Table 4.9: Summary of All Experimental Results
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4.10 Summary
This chapter analyzed the findings of the performance results from seven experiments. These
results showed that software context switches are significantly faster than hardware implemen-
tations, when the costs of performing interrupts are not included. If the performance costs of
interrupts are considered as part of a software context switch, the experiments showed that a
software context switch required as many or more cycles than the Intel IA-32 hardware con-
text switch. The next chapter presents future research paths and conclusions for the research




This chapter offers suggestions for possible future work found during the course of this research,
which is related to the performance of context switching implementations. Additionally, this
chapter discusses the current related work found during this research and the final summary and
conclusions of this thesis.
5.1 Future Work
This research conducted a set of experiments to assess the performance of different context
switch implementations. In the course of this research, additional questions were raised which
warrant future work. This section discusses the possible experiments and additional analysis
that can provide more information on the functionality and performance of context switching
implementations.
• This research specifically looked at the costs of executing an Intel IA-32 hardware context
switch through the use of the far JMP instruction. However, Intel provides many methods
through which a context switch may be initiated. The performance of the Intel IA-32
hardware context switch initiated through another method may potentially be different
than the measured far JMP. Further analysis of these methods of invoking the Intel IA-
32 hardware context switch is warranted. These additional initiation methods include
the use of hardware and software interrupts, exception handling, the CALL and IRET
instructions, and Task-Gates in the GDT, LDT or IDT.
• Many different production operating systems use custom designed software context switch-
ing implementations. This research considered implementations used within the MINIX
3 operating system. The performance of other context switching designs, such as that
used in Linux are unknown.
• Along with the Intel Pentium processor family, the Intel Itanium processor family and the
AMD IA-32 processor family support hardware context switching implementations. The
performance of hardware context switch implementations on these other processor fami-
lies are currently unknown, and may result in different performance than those observed
on the Pentium 4 processor.
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5.2 Related Work
Currently, there is no specific research into the performance of context switch implementations
on the Intel IA-32 architecture. However, to examine related work, this section considers work
that addresses the performance of operations which can affect the performance of modern op-
erating systems and context switching implementations.
5.2.1 Context Switch Overhead Inflicted by Hardware Interrupts
Tsafrir proposed that there is a measurable performance impact to the overall performance of
processes caused by the use of preemptive scheduling policies [29]. The work involved two
experiments. The first measured the time it took to complete a series of programs depending
on adjustment of the configured process’s quantum. The second measured the difference in
execution times of a simplistic program, based upon the number of context switches performed
during its execution. The two experiments yielded different conclusions making Tsafrir unable
to produce scientific evidence showing the direct impact of preemptive scheduling policy to the
performance of running processes. However, the final results were able to empirically determine
the direct costs of hardware interrupts.
The hardware interrupt results released by Tsafrir showed the changes in performance of hard-
ware interrupts across the different Intel IA-32 processors. The average time required to execute
a hardware interrupt decreased over the development of Intel IA-32 processor from the origi-
nal Pentium up through the Pentium 3 processor. However, the number of cycles required to
complete a hardware interrupt has steadily increased. The increase in processor frequencies ac-
counts for the decrease in time. Though, with the introduction of the Intel Pentium 4, both the
number of cycles and time required increased by over a factor of two, going from 364-cycles
requiring 0.32µs in the Pentium 3 to 1712-cycles and 0.72µs in the Pentium 4. The increase
in time and number of cycles required for a hardware interrupt in the Pentium 4 not only has a
dramatic affect on the performance of a single process but also on the performance of context
switches, schedulers and operating systems.
5.2.2 Inter-Process Communication Performance
Researchers at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia studied the performance costs of send-
ing inter-process communication (IPC) messages in µ-kernels [28]. Developed in the 80’s µ-
kernels, such as the MACH [30] and MINIX 3 [4], were designed to provide more secure and
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fault tolerant systems. This design model, however, made the systems significantly slower
compared to other monolithic kernels, because of its heavy use of IPC messages. The Catalonia
research measured the performance of the low-level software operations used in IPC messages.
This was done to determine the direct causes of the IPCs slow performance. They discussed
experiments which measured and analyzed the performance of an IPC approach that involved
copying memory values between locations and using the Intel IA-32 instructions INT and IRET
to switch between hardware privilege levels. The experiments measured the number of cycles
and time required to execute each operation across a series of Intel IA-32 and IA-64 processor
families.
Not all of the operations used in sending an IPC message are executed during a context switch.
However, context switch and IPC message implementations do utilize a subset of the same
operations. The operations include software interrupts and interrupt returns performed through
the IA-32 instructions INT and IRET. The Catalonia research determined that the performance
of these two operations is a major contribution to slow IPC messages. They concluded that
the performance of modern monolithic kernels and µ-kernels could be equivalent, if current
processor designers, such as Intel, improved the performance of these highly utilized operations.
5.2.3 IA-32 VM Enter and VM Exit Operations Performance
Research performed by McCune et al. demonstrated a new approach attempting to produce
a practical, less performance intensive, minimal Trusted Computing Base (TCB) [31]. Using
a Secure Execution Architecture (SEA), their approach developed a minimal mandatory TCB
built upon the AMD Secure Virtual Machine (SVM) or the Intel Trusted Execution Technology
(TXT) (formerly LT). By using the preexisting hardware-based virtual machine technologies
SVM and TXT, on IA-32 and IA-64 processors, they expected that the number of operations
and performance of the TCB would potentially be faster than current designs.
McCune et al. determined that the SVM and TXT technologies provide mechanisms that could
support a minimal TCB code execution. Both mechanisms, though slightly different in imple-
mentation and naming structures (SKINIT and SENTER), provide similar functionality. How-
ever, the performance of using these hardware-based mechanisms, like the Intel IA-32 hardware
context switch, incurs a tremendous impact to the overall system performance. The amount of
time required to execute both hardware implementations make them impractical for use in a
production environment when relies on the repeated use of these operations. Currently both
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Intel and AMD design these mechanisms for infrequent use, where the cost of the operation is
negligible relative to by the overall performance of the system [31]. However, designs that rely
on heavy repeated use of these operations may be less practical in terms of performance.
5.3 Summary and Conclusions
This thesis presents an empirical analysis of the performance impact of hardware and software-
based context switch implementations. Context switches are one of many mechanisms used
in modern operating systems to support multitasking (i.e., the ability to manage multiple pro-
grams’ execution simultaneously). The design and performance of a context switch can have
significant impact on the overall functionality, and performance of the operating system. How-
ever, no public empirical research on the performance costs of different context switches has
been available. This thesis presented comparisons of hardware and software context switch im-
plementations. It examined use of two and four hardware privilege levels, and measured context
switches when different memory models were used.
Seven experiments were performed to gather the performance costs. The first experiment mea-
sured the performance of a minimal two hardware privilege level supported software-based
implementation, which saved and loaded the same values from the TSS, as would occur during
an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch between processes. The second experiment measured
the two hardware privilege level supported software-based context switch implementation used
in the MINIX 3 operating system. The third experiment measured the performance costs of
the four hardware privilege level supported Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. This is ini-
tiated by a far JMP specifying a task descriptor as used in the prototyped TCX LPSK. The
fourth experiment measured a modified version of the MINIX 3 software-based context switch
with support for four Intel hardware privilege levels. The fifth and sixth experiments measured
the performance of a software-based simulation of the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch on
Linux and the TCX LPSK respectively. The final experiment measured the performance of the
execution of a single Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
The results showed that the performance of software implementations, even when supporting
all four Intel hardware privilege levels required fewer CPU cycles then the Intel IA-32 hard-
ware implementation. However, all software implementations must be performed in privilege
level zero because of the use of privileged instructions [11], which is not a requirement of the
hardware context switch mechanism [11]. When hardware privilege levels are employed in an
operating system’s design, an interrupt or similar mechanism must be used in order to switch
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to privilege level zero from any other privilege level. Some software context switches, such as
that used in MINIX 3 utilize features provided by interrupts. When the cost of performing an
interrupt are added to the cost of performing the MINIX 3 software context switch subroutines,
the overall performance impact of the context switch becomes equivalent to that of the Intel
IA-32 hardware context switch. The four hardware privilege level supported MINIX 3 software
context switch initiated by a hardware interrupt requires 24-cycles more than the Intel IA-32
hardware context switch. If initiated through a software interrupt the MINIX 3 context switch
required 1167-cycles less than the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. Experiments Five and
Six were software-based simulations of the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. These ex-
periments showed that the software implementation requires approximately two times fewer
cycles than the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. However, if interrupts were required as in
the MINIX 3 implementation, the costs would again be equivalent to those of the Intel IA-32
hardware mechanism.
In conclusion, software-base implementations of context switches are significantly faster then
the current Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. Yet these software implementations require
significantly more code than their hardware counterpart. Hence, when code minimization is an
assurance consideration, the hardware context switch mechanism may still have value.
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APPENDIX A:
MINIX 3 Software Context Switch Source
This appendix shows the original source code of the MINIX 3 software context switch. The
following code was taken directly from the Book release version of MINIX 3. This code is
released in the MINIX book: “Operations Systems Design and Implementation,” third edition
[4].
A.1 Save Procedure
The following source is the MINIX 3 save subroutine used for saving a process’s context state.
save:
cld ; set direction flag to a known value
pushad ; save "general" registers




mov dx, ss ; ss is kernel data segment
mov ds, dx ; load rest of kernel segments
mov es, dx ; kernel does not use fs, gs
mov eax, esp ; prepare to return
inc [_k_reentry] ; from -1 if not reentering
jnz set_restart1 ; stack is already kernel stack
mov esp, k_strktop
push save ; build return address for int handler








The MINIX 3 procedure used for restarting the current process or the next process.
_restart:
cmp (_next_ptr), 0 ; see if another process is scheduled
jz 0f
mov eax, (next_ptr)
mov (_proc_ptr), eax ; schedule new process
mov (_next_ptr), esp
0: mov esp, (_proc_ptr) ; will assume P_STACKBASE == 0
lldt P_LDT_SEL(esp) ; enable process’ segment descriptors
lea eax, P_STACKTOP(esp) ; arrange for next interrupt








add eax, 4 ; skip return adr




This appendix shows the source code of the Linux kernel modules and modifications made to
the TCX LPSK, to measure the different context switch performance costs.
All modifications to the TCX LPSK source code are documented using the Unix utility diff.
B.1 RDTSC Measurement Source
The following is the Linux kernel module source code used to measure the cycles required to
complete one execution of the RDTSC instruction.
/∗∗
∗ Written By: Eric A. Schultz
∗ Date Created: April 14, 2009
∗ Last Modified: May 8, 2009
∗ Description : Linux 2.6 Kernel Module which
∗ measures the performance of the function
∗ rdtscll which is the assembler instruction
∗ rdtsc followed by two mov operations , used
∗ to store the returned cycle count result .
∗∗/
#include <linux/ kernel .h>
#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/ irqflags .h>
#define SWITCHES 100000
int init module ( void ){
unsigned long long stop = 0;
unsigned long long start = 0;
int iterations = 100;
unsigned long long total = 0;




/∗ This should hopefully disable all interrupts ∗/
/∗ Walk through the task list , uspinlock t mr lock =
SPIN LOCK UNLOCKED; ∗/




local irq disable () ;
asm ( ”cpuid\n\t”) ;
rdtscll ( start ) ;
for ( j=0; j< SWITCHES; j++){
rdtscll (tmp);
}
rdtscll ( stop ) ;
local irq enable () ;
total = ( stop−start ) ;
printk (” Start : %llu Stop %llu Took %llu cycles for %d\n”, start ,




void cleanup module( void ){ return; }
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B.2 CPUID Measurement Source
The following is the Linux kernel module source code used to measure the cycles required to
complete one execution of the CPUID instruction.
/∗∗
∗ Written By: Eric A. Schultz
∗ Date Created: February 20, 2009
∗ Last Modified: May 16, 2009
∗ Description : Linux 2.6 Kernel Module which
∗ measures the performance of the IA−32
∗ assembly instruction CPUID.
∗∗/
#include <linux/ kernel .h>
#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/ irqflags .h>
#define SWITCHES 100000
int init module ( void ){
unsigned long long stop = 0;
unsigned long long start = 0;
int iterations = 25;
unsigned long long total = 0;
unsigned long long tmp = 0;
int i=0;
int j=0;
/∗ This should hopefully disable all interrupts ∗/
/∗ Walk through the task list , uspinlock t mr lock =
SPIN LOCK UNLOCKED; ∗/




local irq disable () ;
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asm ( ”cpuid\n\t”) ;
rdtscll ( start ) ;




: ”%eax”, ”%ebx”, ”%ecx”, ”%edx”
) ;
}
asm ( ”cpuid\n\t”) ;
rdtscll ( stop ) ;
local irq enable () ;
total = ( stop−start ) ;
printk (” Start : %llu Stop %llu Took %llu cycles for %d\n”, start ,




void cleanup module( void ){ return; }
B.3 TCX LPSK Assembler Functions task switch asm and
task switch dummy
The following are the two assembler functions within the file kernel ini1.asm in the TCX LPSK
which were used in the experiments performed on the TCX LPSK.
The function task switch dummy was written by Eric A. Schultz on April 4, 2009. The function
task switch asm is a function provided with the TCX LPSK prototype revision 85.
; void task_switch_asm(int tss_sel, int tss_off)
; since the jmp far instrution needs to be
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; either in the operand or in m16:32
; we use the [ebp] syntax to address the memory
; that is holding the passed variables
public task_switch_asm
task_switch_asm PROC NEAR tss_sel:WORD, tss_off:DWORD
jmp far ptr [ebp+4]
RET
task_switch_asm ENDP
; void task_switch_dummy(int tss_sel, int tss_off)
public task_switch_dummy
task_switch_dummy PROC NEAR tss_sel:WORD, tss_off:DWORD
; Commented out far jmp
; Do not want to actually perform context switch




B.4 Experiment One Source–Minimal Context Switch Cost
The following is the Linux kernel module source code used in testing performance of the soft-
ware based context switch which saves and loads same values as an Intel IA-32 hardware con-
text switch.
/∗∗
∗ Written By: Eric A. Schultz
∗ Date Created: February 10, 2009
∗ Last Modified: May 16, 2009
∗ Description : Linux 2.6 Kernel Module which performs
∗ 25 runs of the execution of 100000 simulated software
∗ context switch which performs the minimal processor
∗ changes between processes as done by the Intel IA−32
∗ hardware context switch .
∗∗/
#include <linux/ kernel .h>
#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/ irqflags .h>
#define SWITCHES 100000
int init module ( void ){
unsigned long long stop = 0;
unsigned long long start = 0;
unsigned long long total = 0;
unsigned short ldt = 0;
unsigned short tr = 0;
unsigned short cs = 0;
unsigned int mycr3 = 0;
unsigned int stack pointer = 0;





This is used to get the current local descriptor table








: ”=m” (ldt ) , ”=m” (mycr3)
) ;




/∗ This should hopefully disable all interrupts ∗/
/∗ Walk through the task list , uspinlock t mr lock = SPIN LOCK UNLOCKED; ∗/
local irq disable () ;
/∗ get the current bus clock cycle count ∗/
asm (”cpuid\n”);
rdtscll ( start ) ;
for ( j=0; j < SWITCHES; j++){
asm (
/∗
This is one of the only ways to get /save
the current EIP without performing a real
context switch
∗/
” call save eip here 0 \n”
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” save eip here 0 : \n”
/∗
We save CS into a known memory location for












Save general purpose registers
in AT&T type syntax . There is no PUSHAD,
C knows we are doing 32−bit operations and not








Save the stack address into a memory
location
∗/
”movl %%esp, %1 \n”
/∗
Done with the saving process !
Assuming that the process of setting up
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Restore ESP from memory
∗/
”movl %1, %%esp \n”
/∗
Load the local descriptor table .
We are using the one that we got from
the previous store at the beginning
of this program
∗/
” lldt %0 \n”
/∗
Load the CR3 register value .
We are using the one that we got from
the previous store at the beginning
of this program.
∗/
”mov %4, %%eax \n”



















Clean up the stack which stores our
eip value
∗/
”add $6, %%esp \n”
/∗
Jump to our next task
∗/
”jmp %%cs: next task here \n”
” next task here : \n”
:
: ”m” ( ldt ) , ”m” ( stack pointer ) , ”m” (cs) , ”m” ( tr ) , ”m” (mycr3)
) ;
}
/∗ Get the current bus clock cycle count ∗/
asm (”cpuid\n”);
rdtscll ( stop ) ;
/∗ Re−enable interrupts ∗/
local irq enable () ;
/∗
Compare the two clock cycle counts and calculate the
difference between them saving it in total
∗/
total = ( stop−start ) ;
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void cleanup module( void ){ return; }
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B.5 Experiment Two Source–MINIX 3 Software Context Switch
The following is the Linux kernel module source code used in testing the performance of the
MINIX 3 software based context switch. The assembler code documented within the main
C asm blocks is a modified version of the source code from the book-released version of the
MINIX 3 kernel provided in the MINIX 3 book: “Operations Systems Design and Implementa-
tion,” Third Edition [4]. The source code was converted from Intel assembler formating to the
C style format.
/∗∗
∗ Written By: Eric A. Schultz
∗ Date Created: February 20, 2009
∗ Last Modified: May 16, 2009
∗ Description : Linux 2.6 Kernel Module which performs
∗ 25 runs of the execution of 100000 simulated Minix 3
∗ software context switches
∗∗/
#include <linux/ kernel .h>
#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/ irqflags .h>
/∗












const int iterations = 25;
unsigned long long stop = 0;
unsigned long long start = 0;
unsigned long long total = 0;
unsigned long my esp = 10;
unsigned long ldt = 0;
unsigned long neg one = −1;
unsigned int numb switches = 0;




This should hopefully disable all interrupts




: ”=m” (ldt )
) ;
/∗
Because the GCC4 C compiler has it own way of doing
assembly all the following moves are in reverse of
what they are in the original Minix source .
∗/
for ( i=0; i < iterations ; i++){




will never reach a point were %0 is zero and
the jmp occurs . This jmp normal executes
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when there are no processes left to process
in the MINIX 3 process queue. As this is not
a case being measured in this research we are
ensure this never occurs by settin %0 to
one plus the number of switches performed
and then negated (because we are increamenting %0).
∗/





This should hopefully disable all interrupts
Walk through the task list ,
uspinlock t mr lock = SPIN LOCK UNLOCKED;
∗/
local irq disable () ;
/∗
Get the current bus cycle counts
∗/
asm( ”cpuid\n” ) ;
rdtscll ( start ) ;










” movw %%ax, %%dx\n”
” movw %%dx, %%cx\n”
” movw %%dx, %%ax\n”
” incl %0\n”
/∗
Original : inc [ k reentry ]
k reentry is just a value in data so we can
substitute it with our own value as long as
its in local memory. We then can set %0 to the
not of the total iterations we wish to perform.
This is because inside the real Minix OS the
’ jnz set restart ’ only occurs when the processes
is coming in from an interrupt , which means
that it has previously been setup for context
switching . A case we are not considering .
∗/
” jz set restart \n”
/∗
Using jz instead of jnz , so it can be used for
our purpose of iteration counting .
The value %1 represents the value ’ k stktop ’ in
the Minix OS source.
We can calculate what the ESP value will be here
during execution before ever running this section
of code. This calculated value will then be stored
in a memory location to simulate the real ’ k strktop ’.
Enabling us to not corrupt the value of ESP during
our simulation execution .
∗/
” movl %1, %%eax\n”
” pushl save\n”
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” xorl %%eax, %%eax\n”
” jmp restart \n”
/∗
The ’ original ’ code below is really what set restart
is suppose to be. Though during our simulation it
should not ever occur except for when we have
completed all the iterations of our simulation .
Therefore in its place we are placing our exit code
Original :
” set restart :\n”
” push restart1 \n”
” jmp RETADR−P STACKBASE(eax)\n”
∗/
” set restart :\n”
” pushl restart1 \n”
” jmp restart \n”
” restart :\n”
/∗
For all the following the four actual values will
simulate these four values used in Minix:
%2 next ptr
%3 proc ptr
%4 P LDT SEL(esp) P LDT SEL is really P STACKTOP
which is the SSREG + W, W being the machines word
size . After compilation , P LDT SEL(esp) is a constant value
pointing to a specific stack address . This value
can be seen on page 700 in the Minix OS operating
system book: ”Operating Systems Design and Implementation”.
%5 P STACKTOP(esp) This is also just a constant offset
%6 ( tss +TSS3 S SP0) both tss and TSS3 S SP0 are
constant values . tss is defined during boot−loading.
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TSS3 S SP0 is a pre−compiler define of the value 4
and can be found in the file mpx386.s on line 64 in
the Minix book source code.
%7 k reentry This will actually be a different memory
location than that referenced the k reetry used
in save . The real goal here is to keep same performance,
which just requires accessing a memory location. We are
not taking into consideration any performance gains
from caching.
∗/
” cmpl $0, %1 \n\t”
/∗
We need to insure that next ptr is not zero . A jz only
occurs when there are no more tasks remaining in the
Minix OS process queue. In our case , we always assume
there is another task .
∗/
” jz 0x0f\n\t”
” movl %2, %%eax\n\t”
” movl %%eax, %3\n\t”
” movl $0, %2\n\t”
/∗
Here instead of using the proc ptr (%3) we are using
the same calculated value (%1) used in the save section .
Saving %1 instead of %3 insures that during execution of
the simulation we do not screw up our stack , which would
probably make us segmentation fault , or in this case kernel panic!
∗/




This just loads our local descriptor table as was
previously calculated .
∗/
” leal %5, %%eax\n\t”
” movl %%eax, %6\n\t”
” restart1 :\n\t”
/∗
Instead of using a separate memory location (%7)
for this dec, we can dec %2 to enable us to continue
performing the mov $0, %2 and not ever perform the jz
0x0f as previously talked about. This will not cause











Our simulation exit code.
By now we have used the following variables that are
declared below:
C Variable Name Original Declaration In Minix Source
%0 k reentery
This is now the not value of how many iterations we
will perform
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%1 k stktp ( kernel stack )
Now is the calculated value of what ESP should be during
the simulation ’s execution
%2 next ptr and k reentry
Used for two different purposed to help perform
simulation . Starts as −1
%3 proc ptr
%4 P LDT SEL(esp)
This is now our previously calculated LDT of
this simulation
%5 P STACKTOP(esp)
%6 ( tss +TSS3 S SP0)
∗/
: ”=m” (numb switches)
: ”m” (numb switches), ”m” (my esp), ”m” (neg one) ,
”m” (tmp1), ”m” ( ldt ) , ”m” (tmp2), ”m” (tmp3)
) ;
}
/∗ Take the bus cycle clock count ∗/
asm( ”cpuid\n” ) ;
rdtscll ( stop ) ;
/∗ Enable interrupts ∗/
local irq enable () ;
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/∗
Compare the two clock cycle counts and calculate the
difference between them saving it in total
∗/
total = ( stop−start ) ;





/∗ Needed for Linux kernel modules ∗/
void cleanup module( void ){ return; }
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B.6 Experiment Three Source–Intel IA-32 Hardware Con-
text Switch
The following is the diff of the source code modification made to the Trusted Computing Ex-
emplar Least Privilege Separation Kernel, used to test the performance costs of executing an
Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
All the following changes were made to source code in the file kernel ini2.c file within the TCX
LPSK. All changes were made by Eric Schultz in March of 2009.
B.6.1 Source Code Modifications Used To Measure Overhead of task switch dummy
The following modification to the TCX LPSK were those for measuring the overhead of exe-
cuting the C function task switch asm, used to initiation an Intel IA-32 hardware context switch
All the following source code modifications were performed by Eric Schultz in March of 2009.
78a79,89
> #define SWITCHES 100000
>
> /∗ context switch test ∗/
> int switch counter = 0;
> unsigned int cs starth = 0;
> unsigned int cs startl = 0;
> unsigned int cs stoph = 0;
> unsigned int cs stopl = 0;
> unsigned short process one tss = 0;




> function declarations for the two
> functions which will perform the testing
> ∗/
> void process one (void) ;
> void process two(void) ;
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>215c234,235
< pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
−−−
> /∗ Comment out enabling of IRQ ( interrupts ) ∗/
> // pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
231c251,252
< timer init () ;
−−−
> /∗ Comment out enabling of timer (Hardware interrupt ) ∗/
> // timer init () ;
899a929,942
> /∗
> Modify TSS one and two’s EIP field value
> so that a switch of them will start
> execution of either process one
> or process two .
> The value process one and process two
> are the addresses of these the associated
> function .
> ∗/
> mytss [1]. eip = process one ;
> mytss [2]. eip = process two ;
> process one tss = mytss sel [1];




> Get the current processor ’s cycle count value and
> save results into cs starth and cs startl .
> This is because the result returned from
> rdtsc is a 64−bit value and currently
> the watcom compiler does not handle 64−bit
> integers nicely enough to save it all into
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> one value . So saving upper half of value into
> cs starth and lower half into cs startl . Each





> mov cs starth , edx




> Execute task switch dummy
> ∗/
> for ( switch counter =0; switch counter < SWITCHES; switch counter++){






> mov cs stoph , edx
> mov cs stopl , eax
> }
>
> /∗ Print out to the screen the final results ∗/
> cls () ;
> printf int (”Total Iterations : %d\n”, switch counter ) ;
> printf int (” Start \n high: 0x%x :: ”, cs starth ) ;
> printf int (”0x%x\n”, cs startl ) ;
> printf int (”Stop\n high 0x%x :: ”, cs stoph ) ;
> printf int (”0x%x\n”, cs stopl ) ;
> printf 1str (”Done with all our switches\n”);
> printf 1str (”Halt!\n”) ;
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>> /∗ Halt system ∗/
> halt () ;
> /∗
> This should never get called ! However
> just incase something were to go wrong
> this is here to stop system execution .
> ∗/
> chalt () ;
>
B.6.2 Source Code Modifications Used To Measure Intel IA-32 Hardware
Context Switch
The following modification to the TCX LPSK were performed to measure the performance of
the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
All the following source code modifications were performed by Eric Schultz in March of 2009.
79,89d78
< #define SWITCHES 100000
<
< /∗ context switch test ∗/
< int switch counter = 0;
< unsigned int cs starth = 0;
< unsigned int cs startl = 0;
< unsigned int cs stoph = 0;
< unsigned int cs stopl = 0;
< unsigned short process one tss = 0;




< function declarations for the two
< functions which will perform the testing
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< ∗/
< void process one (void) ;
< void process two(void) ;
<
234,235c215
< /∗ Comment out enabling of IRQ ( interrupts ) ∗/
< // pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
−−−
> pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
251,252c231
< /∗ Comment out enabling of timer (Hardware interrupt ) ∗/
< // timer init () ;
−−−
> timer init () ;
929,943d899
< /∗
< Modify TSS one and two’s EIP field value
< so that a switch of them will start
< execution of either process one
< or process two .
< The value process one and process two
< are the addresses of these the associated
< function .
< ∗/
< printf 1str (”Changing eip values\n”);
< mytss [1]. eip = process one ;
< mytss [2]. eip = process two ;
< process one tss = mytss sel [1];




< Get the current processor ’s cycle count value and
< save results into cs starth and cs startl .
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< This is because the result returned from
< RDTSC is a 64−bit value and currently
< the Watcom compiler does not handle 64−bit
< integers nicely enough to save it all into
< one value . So saving upper half of value into
< cs starth and lower half into cs startl . Each





< mov cs starth , edx




< Execute first task switch . Starting
< execution of process one
< ∗/
< task switch asm ( process one tss , 0) ;
<
< /∗
< This should never get called ! However
< just in case something were to go wrong
< this is here to stop system execution .
< ∗/




< void process one (void){
< /∗
< This is our for loop which tests if
< we have performed the number of switches
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< specified by the ”SWITCHES” value.
< This loop should never have the change to exit
< because the last switch will be performed in
< process two . The switch counter is the same
< value in both functions .
< ∗/
< for ( switch counter =1; switch counter < SWITCHES; switch counter++){




< void process two(void){
< /∗
< This is our for loop which tests if
< we have performed the number of switches
< specified by the ”SWITCHES” value.
< When the total number of switches specified by
< ”SWITCHES” has been performed the loop should
< exit .
< ∗/
< for ( switch counter =2; switch counter < SWITCHES; switch counter++){
< task switch asm ( process one tss ,0) ;
< }
<




< mov cs stoph , edx
< mov cs stopl , eax
< }
<
< /∗ Print out to the screen the final results ∗/
< cls () ;
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< printf int (”Total Iterations : %d\n”, switch counter ) ;
< printf int (” Start \n high: 0x%x :: ”, cs starth ) ;
< printf int (”0x%x\n”, cs startl ) ;
< printf int (”Stop\n high 0x%x :: ”, cs stoph ) ;
< printf int (”0x%x\n”, cs stopl ) ;
< printf 1str (”Done with all our switches\n”);
< printf 1str (”Halt!\n”) ;
<
< /∗ Halt system ∗/
< halt () ;
< }
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B.7 Experiment Four Source–Modified MINIX 3 Four Hard-
ware Privilege Level Supported Software Context Switch
This section contains the source code used in testing the performance of the MINIX 3 software
based context switch.
/∗∗
∗ Written By: Eric A. Schultz
∗ Date Created: March 2, 2009
∗ Last Modified: May 16, 2009
∗ Description : Linux 2.6 Kernel Module which performs
∗ 25 runs of the execution of 100000 simulated modified
∗ Minix 3 software context switches that support all four
∗ Intel hardware privilege levels .
∗∗/
#include <linux/ kernel .h>
#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/ irqflags .h>
/∗








The total amount of runs we complete
∗/
const int iterations = 25;
unsigned long long stop = 0;
unsigned long long start = 0;
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unsigned long long total = 0;
unsigned long my esp = 10;
unsigned long ldt = 0;
unsigned long neg one = −1;
unsigned int numb switches = 0;
unsigned long tmp1 = 0,
tmp2 = 0,
tmp3 = 0;
/∗ Our 4 PL support values ∗/
unsigned long esp0 = 0;
unsigned long esp1 = 0;
unsigned long esp2 = 0;
unsigned short ss0 = 0;
unsigned short ss1 = 0;
unsigned short ss2 = 0;
asm(
” sldt %0\n\t”
: ”=m” (ldt )
) ;
for ( i=0; i < iterations ; i++){




will never reach a point were %0 is zero and
the jmp occurs . This jmp normal executes
when there are no processes left to process
in the MINIX 3 process queue. As this is not
a case being measured in this research we are
ensure this never occurs by settin %0 to
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one plus the number of switches performed
and then negated (because we are increamenting %0).
∗/





This should hopefully disable all interrupts
Walk through the task list ,
uspinlock t mr lock = SPIN LOCK UNLOCKED;
∗/
local irq disable () ;
/∗
Get the current bus cycle counts
∗/
asm( ”cpuid\n” ) ;
rdtscll ( start ) ;









” movw %%ax, %%dx\n”
” movw %%dx, %%cx\n”
” movw %%dx, %%ax\n”
/∗
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Original : inc [ k reentry ]
k reentry is just a value in data so we can
substitute it with our own value as long as
its in local memory. We then can set %0 to the
not of the total iterations we wish to perform.
This is because inside the real Minix OS the
’ jnz set restart ’ only occurs when the processes
is coming in from an interrupt , which means
that it has previously been setup for context
switching . A case we are not considering .
∗/
” incl %0\n”
” jz set restart \n”
/∗
Using jz instead of jnz , so it can be used for
our purpose of iteration counting .
The value %1 represents the value ’ k stktop ’ in
the Minix OS source.
We can calculate what the ESP value will be here
during execution before ever running this section
of code. This calculated value will then be stored
in a memory location to simulate the real ’ k strktop ’.
Enabling us to not corrupt the value of ESP during
our simulation execution .
∗/
” movl %1, %%eax\n”
” pushl save\n”
” xorl %%eax, %%eax\n”
” jmp restart \n”
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/∗
The ’ original ’ code below is really what set restart
is suppose to be. Though during our simulation it
should not ever occur except for when we have
completed all the iterations of our simulation .
Therefore in its place we are placing our exit code
Original :
” set restart :\n”
” push restart1 \n”
” jmp RETADR−P STACKBASE(eax)\n”
∗/
” set restart :\n”
” pushl restart1 \n”
” jmp restart \n”
” restart :\n”
/∗
For all the following the four actual values will
simulate these four values used in Minix:
%2 next ptr
%3 proc ptr
%4 P LDT SEL(esp) P LDT SEL is really P STACKTOP
which is the SSREG + W, W being the machines word
size . After compilation , P LDT SEL(esp) is a constant value
pointing to a specific stack address . This value
can be seen on page 700 in the Minix OS operating
system book: ”Operating Systems Design and Implementation”.
%5 P STACKTOP(esp) This is also just a constant offset
%6 ( tss +TSS3 S SP0) both tss and TSS3 S SP0 are
constant values . tss is defined during boot−loading.
TSS3 S SP0 is a pre−compiler define of the value 4
and can be found in the file mpx386.s on line 64 in
the Minix book source code.
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%7 k reentry This will actually be a different memory
location than that referenced the k reetry used
in save . The real goal here is to keep same performance,
which just requires accessing a memory location. We are
not taking into consideration any performance gains
from caching.
∗/
” cmpl $0, %1 \n\t”
/∗
We need to insure that next ptr is not zero . A jz only
occurs when there are no more tasks remaining in the
Minix OS process queue. In our case , we always assume
there is another task .
∗/
” jz 0x0f\n\t”
” movl %2, %%eax\n\t”
” movl %%eax, %3\n\t”
” movl $0, %2\n\t”
/∗
Here instead of using the proc ptr (%3) we are using
the same calculated value (%1) used in the save section .
Saving %1 instead of %3 insures that during execution of
the simulation we do not screw up our stack , which would
probably make us segmentation fault , or in this case kernel panic!
∗/
” movl %1, %%eax\n\t”
” lldt %4\n\t”
/∗




” leal %5, %%eax\n\t”
” movl %%eax, %6\n\t”
” restart1 :\n\t”
/∗
Instead of using a separate memory location (%7)
for this dec, we can dec %2 to enable us to continue
performing the mov $0, %2 and not ever perform the jz
0x0f as previously talked about. This will not cause




” add $4, %%esp\n\t”
/∗
The following simulates the added mov instructions
needed to load the ESP0, ESP1, ESP2, SS0, SS1, SS2
and Previous Task Link values .
∗/
// stored ESP0 for new processor −> reg
” movl %7, %%eax\n”
// reg −> systems active ESP0 value
” movl %%eax, %7 \n”
// ...
” movl %8, %%eax\n”
” movl %%eax, %8 \n”
” movl %9, %%eax\n”
” movl %%eax, %9 \n”
// stored SS0 for new processor −> reg
” movw %10, %%ax\n”
// reg −> systems active SS0 value
” movw %%ax, %10 \n”
” movw %11, %%ax\n”
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” movw %%ax, %11 \n”
” movw %12, %%ax\n”







Our simulation exit code.
By now we have used the following variables that are
declared below:
C Variable Name Original Declaration In Minix Source
%0 k reentery
This is now the not value of how many iterations we
will perform
%1 k stktp ( kernel stack )
Now is the calculated value of what ESP should be during
the simulation ’s execution
%2 next ptr and k reentry
Used for two different purposed to help perform
simulation . Starts as −1
%3 proc ptr
%4 P LDT SEL(esp)




%6 ( tss +TSS3 S SP0)
∗/
: ”=m” (numb switches)
: ”m” (numb switches), ”m” (my esp), ”m” (neg one) ,
”m” (tmp1), ”m” ( ldt ) , ”m” (tmp2), ”m” (tmp3),
”m” (esp0) , ”m” (esp1) , ”m” (esp2) , ”m” (ss0) ,
”m” (ss1) , ”m” (ss2)
) ;
}
/∗ Take the bus cycle clock count ∗/
asm( ”cpuid\n” ) ;
rdtscll ( stop ) ;
/∗ Enable iterrupts ∗/
local irq enable () ;
/∗
Compare the two clock cycle counts and calculate the
difference between them saving it in total
∗/
total = ( stop−start ) ;





/∗ Needed for Linux kernel modules ∗/
void cleanup module( void ){ return; }
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B.8 Experiment Five Source–Linux Software Simulation of
Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch
This section contains the source code used in measuring the performance of the software-based
Intel IA-32 JMP initiated hardware task switch simulation, performed within a Linux 2.6 kernel
module.
/∗∗
∗ Written By: Eric A. Schultz
∗ Date Created: May 16, 2009
∗ Description : Linux 2.6 Kernel Module which performs
∗ 25 runs of the execution of 100000 simulated Intel
∗ IA−32 hardware context switches in software .
∗∗/
#include <linux/ kernel .h>
#include <linux/module.h>
#include <linux/ irqflags .h>
#define SWITCHES 100000
int init module ( void ){
unsigned long long stop = 0;
unsigned long long start = 0;
unsigned long long total = 0;
int iterations = 25;
int i=0;
int j=0;
unsigned int flags = 1;
unsigned int limit value = 110;
/∗ Simulated TSS1 Values ∗/
unsigned short ldt = 0;
unsigned int cr3 = 0;
unsigned short gs1, cs1 , ds1, es1 , fs1 , ss1 = 0;
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unsigned int edi1 , esi1 , ebp1, esp1, ebx1, edx1, ecx1, eax1, eflags1 , eip1 = 0;
unsigned short ss01 , ss11 , ss21 = 0;
unsigned int esp01, esp11, esp21 = 0;
/∗ Simulated TSS2 Values ∗/
unsigned short gs2, cs2 , ds2, es2 , fs2 , ss2 = 0;
unsigned int edi2 , esi2 , ebp2, esp2, ebx2, edx2, ecx2, eax2, eflags2 , eip2 = 0;
unsigned short ss02 , ss12 , ss22 = 0;
unsigned int esp02, esp12, esp22 = 0;




/∗ This should hopefully disable all interrupts ∗/
/∗ Walk through the task list , uspinlock t mr lock =
SPIN LOCK UNLOCKED; ∗/




”mov %%CR3, %%eax \n”
”mov %%eax, %1 \n”
”popl %%eax\n”
: ”=m” (ldt ) , ”=m” (cr3)
) ;
asm(
”movw %%gs, %0 \n\t”
”movw %%fs, %1 \n\t” /∗ represents cs ∗/
”movw %%ss, %2 \n\t”
”movw %%ds, %3 \n\t”
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”movw %%gs, %4 \n\t” /∗ cs ∗/
”movw %%es, %5 \n\t”
”movl %%edi, %6 \n\t”
”movl %%esi, %7 \n\t”
”movl %%ebp, %8 \n\t”
”movl %%esp, %9 \n\t”
”movl %%edx, %10 \n\t”
”movl %%ecx, %11 \n\t”
”movl %%ebx, %12 \n\t” /∗ eax ∗/
”movl %%esi, %13 \n\t” /∗ eflags ∗/
”movl %%ebp, %14 \n\t” /∗ eip ∗/
”movl %%esp, %15 \n\t”
”movl %%esp, %16 \n\t”
”movl %%esp, %17 \n\t”
”movw %%ss, %18 \n\t”
”movw %%ss, %19 \n\t”
”movw %%ss, %20 \n\t”
: /∗ %0 %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 ∗/
”=m” (gs2), ”=m” (fs2) , ”=m” (ss2) , ”=m” (ds2), ”=m” (cs2) , ”=m” (es2)
,
/∗ %6 %7 %8 %9 %10 %11
%12 %13 %14 ∗/
”=m” (edi2) , ”=m” (esi2) , ”=m” (ebp2), ”=m” (esp2), ”=m” (edx2), ”=m”
(ecx2), ”=m” (eax2), ”=m” (eflags2 ) , ”=m” (eip2) ,
/∗ %15 %16 %17 %18 %19
%20 ∗/
”=m” (esp02), ”=m” (esp12), ”=m” (esp22), ”=m” (ss02) , ”=m” (ss12) , ”=
m” (ss22)
) ;
/∗ Get the current cycle count value ∗/
asm ( ”cpuid\n” ) ;
rdtscll ( start ) ;
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for ( j=0; j < SWITCHES; j++){
asm(
/∗ Step One − Retreave the passed argument from some known memory
location ∗/
”movw %%ds, %2 \n\t”
/∗
Step Two − Look at a segment selector . This case ax is really the GS
of Linux
Running VERR should check that GS is valid and properly
perform all
the checks required for a good simulation .
∗/
”verr %2 \n\t”
”jnz end step2 \n\t”
”end step2 : \n\t”
/∗
Step Three − Simulate checking to make sure its ”present” with a CMP.
Then simulate checking the descriptors level field is
greater then 67H.
∗/
”cmp $1, %0 \n\t”
”jne mid step3 \n\t”
”mid step3: \n\t”
”cmp $103, %1 \n\t”
” jl end step3 \n\t”
”end step3 : \n\t”
/∗
Step Four − Check the busy flag which is just a single bit .
Simulate this by performing a single BT (Bit Test ) instruction
∗/
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”bt $1, %0 \n\t”
”jae end step4 \n\t”
”end step4 : \n\t”
/∗
Step Five − This part can not really be done in software




Step Six − Here we are suppose to clear the busy flag
of the current process . This would infer
that we set it to zero . Because this is a simulation
we are using the same value as the busy flag
for both processes . So we are just going to set
the second bit in the value to 0. To do this
its just going to and the entire word value
with 0xFFFD. This will only change the second
bit which we are using for the busy flag .
∗/
”andw $65533, %0 \n\t”
/∗
Step Seven − This step does nothing in the case of a task switch
initiated by a FAR JMP. So we’ll just do nothing
∗/




Step Eight − Save the state of the current task into the ”TSS”
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this will just be a series of MOV instructions .
We are going to simulate the move of the EFLAGS, EIP, and
all other general purpose register with a move of EBX.
The cost and operations of performing this move is the same
as with any other general purpose register . As for the EFLAGS
and EIP registers Hardware can do them in one simple move
because it has the access . Though to do it in software
you have to do many other steps . We are just trying
to simulate the cost of performing the same number/type
of operations as the hardware. We are not actually do all
the operations .
∗/
”movw %%gs, %0 \n\t” //gs
”movw %%fs, %1 \n\t” //fs
”movw %%ss, %2 \n\t” //ss
”movw %%ds, %3 \n\t” //ds
”movw %%cs, %4 \n\t” //cs
”movw %%es, %5 \n\t” //es
”movl %%edi, %6 \n\t” //edi
”movl %%esi, %7 \n\t” //esi
”movl %%ebp, %8 \n\t” //ebp
”movl %%esp, %9 \n\t” //esp
”movl %%ebx, %10 \n\t” //ebx
”movl %%edx, %11 \n\t” //edx
”movl %%ecx, %12 \n\t” //ecx
”movl %%eax, %13 \n\t” //eax
”movl %%esi, %14 \n\t” //eflags
”movl %%ebp, %15 \n\t” //eip
: /∗ %0 %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 ∗/
”=m” (gs1), ”=m” (fs1) , ”=m” (ss1) , ”=m” (ds1), ”=m” (cs1) , ”=m” (es1)
,
/∗ %6 %7 %8 %9 %10 %11
%12 %13 %14 %15 ∗/
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”=m” (edi1) , ”=m” (esi1) , ”=m” (ebp1), ”=m” (esp1), ”=m” (ebx1), ”=m”
(edx1), ”=m” (ecx1), ”=m” (eax1), ”=m” (eflags1 ) , ”=m” (eip1)
) ;
asm(
/∗ Step Nine − Like step seven for a FAR JMP initiated task switch
this step does nothing .
Step Ten − This is suppose to set the busy flag in the new task ’s TSS
Though because we are using the same bit through out this
simulation for the busy flag and most of the time its suppose
to be zero , we are just going to set it to zero . There
is no difference in performance between setting it to zero
and setting it to one. See step six for explanation of this
instruction .
∗/
”andw $65533, %0 \n\t”




Step Eleven − This is the loading of the TR. Because this would be hard
to do
without lots of modifications to a real operation system
we are going to simulate this by loading a segment selector (GS)
The load of this should perform all the same operations as loading
a TR except for marking the task busy once again which is already
done in step ten . We do not want to load SS though because it performs
a lot different operations then the TR and other segment selectors .
∗/







Step Twelve − Load all the values from the new task ’s TSS into the
proper registers
This includes more then just those previously saved. The additional
things that need to be changed are the LDT and CR3. To simulate the
change of CS:EIP a JMP will be performed at the end of this .
∗/
”movw %0, %%gs \n\t”
”movw %1, %%fs \n\t” /∗ represents cs ∗/
”movw %2, %%ss \n\t”
”movw %3, %%ds \n\t”
”movw %4, %%gs \n\t” /∗ cs ∗/
”movw %5, %%es \n\t”
”movl %6, %%edi \n\t”
”movl %7, %%esi \n\t”
”movl %8, %%ebp \n\t”
”movl %9, %%esp \n\t”
”movl %10, %%edx \n\t”
”movl %11, %%ecx \n\t”
”movl %12, %%ebx \n\t” /∗ eax. In linux eax is used for the for loop ,
so we have to simulate with something else ∗/
”movl %13, %%esi \n\t” /∗ eflags ∗/
”movl %14, %%ebp \n\t” /∗ eip ∗/
: /∗ %0 %1 %2 %3 %4 %5 ∗/
”=m” (gs2), ”=m” (fs2) , ”=m” (ss2) , ”=m” (ds2), ”=m” (cs2) , ”=m” (es2)
,
/∗ %6 %7 %8 %9 %10 %11
%12 %13 %14 ∗/
”=m” (edi2) , ”=m” (esi2) , ”=m” (ebp2), ”=m” (esp2), ”=m” (edx2), ”=m”




// load local descriptor table
” lldt %0 \n\t”
: ”=m” (ldt )
) ;
asm(
// Load and validate esp0,esp1,esp2, ss0 , ss1 , ss2
// To have these values correctly validated as
// performed by a hardware context switch
// these values must be loaded into the real
// registers esp and ss .
”movl %0, %%esp \n\t”
”movl %1, %%esp \n\t”
”movl %2, %%esp \n\t”
”movw %3, %%ss \n\t”
”movw %4, %%ss \n\t”
”movw %5, %%ss \n\t”




// load the new CR3 register and then finally EBX
”movl %0, %%ebx \n\t”
”movl %%ebx, %%CR3 \n\t”
”movl %1, %%ebx \n\t”
// change cs and eip
”jmp %%cs:change cs eip \n\t”
”change cs eip : \n\t”
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: ”=m” (cr3) , ”=m” (ebx2)
) ;
/∗
Step Thirteen − Like with step five this step of loading and
validating the
descriptors associated with each segment selector should be
completed when the segment selectors were loaded in step twelve .
Step Fourteen − This was completed with the changing of the CS and
EIP registers
performed by the jmp %%cs:change cs eip
∗/
}
/∗ Get the current cycle count value ∗/
asm (”cpuid\n”);
rdtscll ( stop ) ;
/∗ Re−enable interrupts ∗/
local irq enable () ;
/∗
Compare the two clock cycle counts and calculate the
difference between them saving it in total
∗/
total = ( stop−start ) ;





void cleanup module( void ){ return; }
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B.9 Experiment Six Source–TCX LPSK Software Simulation
of Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch
This section presents the modifications made to the TCX LPSK in order to measure the execu-
tion of a software-based simulation of the Intel IA-32 hardware task switch.
79,123d78
< #define SWITCHES 100000
<
< /∗ context switch test ∗/
< int switch counter = 0;
< unsigned int cs starth = 0;
< unsigned int cs startl = 0;
< unsigned int cs stoph = 0;
< unsigned int cs stopl = 0;
< unsigned short mybx = 0;
< unsigned short myflags = 1;
< unsigned short myflags2= 1;
< unsigned short mylevel = 0x100;
<
< /∗ TSS Process 1 ∗/
< unsigned int back link1 ;
< unsigned int esp01, ss01; /∗ note: upper half of ss0 , ss1 & ss2 are reserved ∗/
< unsigned int esp11, ss11;
< unsigned int esp21, ss21;
< unsigned int cr31;
< unsigned int eip1 ;
< unsigned int eflags1 ;
< unsigned int eax1,ecx1,edx1,ebx1;
< unsigned int esp1, ebp1;
< unsigned int esi1 , edi1 ;
< unsigned short es1 , cs1 , ss1 , ds1, fs1 , gs1; /∗ note: upper half of these
registers are reserved ∗/
< unsigned int ldt1 ;
<
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< /∗ TSS Process 2 ∗/
< unsigned int back link2 ;
< unsigned int esp02, ss02; /∗ note: upper half of ss0 , ss1 & ss2 are reserved ∗/
< unsigned int esp12, ss12;
< unsigned int esp22, ss22;
< unsigned int cr32;
< unsigned int eip2 ;
< unsigned int eflags2 ;
< unsigned int eax2,ecx2,edx2,ebx2;
< unsigned int esp2, ebp2;
< unsigned int esi2 , edi2 ;
< unsigned short es2 , cs2 , ss2 , ds2, fs2 , gs2; /∗ note: upper half of these
registers are reserved ∗/
< unsigned int ldt2 ;
<
261c215
< // pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
−−−
> pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
277c231
< /∗ Disable the hardware interrupt timer ∗/
< // timer init () ;
−−−
> timer init () ;
956,1094d901
< /∗
< Setup of the process ’ TSSs. This portion of code is not
< included in the performance measurement.
< ∗/
< asm{
< mov es2, es
< mov cs2, cs
< mov ss2, ss
< mov ds2, ds
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< mov fs2, fs
< mov gs2, gs
< mov ebp2, ebp
< mov esp2, esp
< mov esi2, esi
< mov edi2, edi
< mov esi , CR3
< mov cr32, esi
<
< mov edx2, edx
< mov ecx2, ecx
< mov eax2, eax
< mov eflags2 , esi




< /∗ Setup complete, begin timing ∗/
< cpuid
< rdtsc
< mov cs starth , edx
< mov cs startl , eax
< }
<




< Use the asm loop so the overhead costs of it ,
< are better equal the costs of the C loop in
< Linux. This is because the large memory module
< adds additional ds loads that to the C
< for loop that is not used in the Linux for
< loop implementation .
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< ∗/
< start loop :
< /∗ Start the Context Switch Simulation ∗/
< /∗ Step One − Retreave the passed argument from some known memory location
∗/
< mov ds1, ds
<
< /∗
< Step Two − Look at a segment selector . This case ax is really the GS
of Linux
< Running VERR should check that GS is valid and properly
perform all
< the checks required for a good simulation .
< The jnz should perform simulating the error handling if it
doesn’ t
< validate . For this we really do not care if things really
validate
< just as long as a check occurs and the cycles are counted
< ∗/
< verr ds1
< jnz end step2
<
< end step2 :
<
< /∗
< Step Three − Simulate checking to make sure its ”present” with a cmp.
< Then simulate checking the descriptors level field is
< greater then 67H.
< ∗/
< cmp myflags, 1
< jne mid step3
<
< mid step3:
< cmp mylevel, 0x67
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< jl end step3
<
< end step3 :
<
< /∗
< Step Four − Check the busy flag which is just a single bit .
< Simulate this by performing a single bt ( Bit Test ) instruction .
< ∗/
< bt myflags, 1
< jae end step4
<
< end step4 :
<
< /∗
< Step Five − This part can not really be done in software
< though it should occur when we load all the




< Step Six − Here we are suppose to clear the busy flag
< of the current process . This would infer
< that we set it to zero . Because this is a simulation
< we are using the same value as the busy flag
< for both processes . So we are just going to set
< the second bit in the value to 0. To do this
< its just going to and the entire word value
< with 0 xfffd . This will only change the second
< bit which we are using for the busy flag .
< ∗/
< and myflags, 0xfffd
<
< /∗
< Step Seven − This step does nothing in the case of a task switch
126




< Step Eight − Save the state of the current task into the ”TSS”
< this will just be a series of MOV instructions .
< We are going to simulate the move of the EFLAGS, EIP, and
< all other general purpose register with a move of ebx.
< The cost and operations of performing this move is the same
< as with any other general purpose register . As for the EFLAGS
< and EIP registers Hardware can do them in one simple move
< because it has the access . Though to do it in software
< you have to do many other steps . We are just trying
< to simulate the cost of performing the same number/type
< of operations as the hardware. We are not actually do all
< the operations .
< ∗/
<
< mov gs1, gs
< mov fs1, fs
< mov ss1, ss
< mov ds1, ds
< mov cs1, cs
< mov es1, es
< mov edi1, edi
< mov esi1, esi
< mov ebp1, ebp
< mov esp1, esp
< mov ebx1, ebx
< mov edx1, edx
< mov ecx1, ecx
< mov eax1, eax
< mov eflags1 , esi
< mov eip1, ebp
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<< /∗
< Step Nine − Like step seven for a FAR JMP initiated task switch
< this step does nothing .
< ∗/
<
< // Step Ten − This is suppose to set the busy flag in the new task ’s TSS
< // Though because we are using the same bit through out this
< // simulation for the busy flag and most of the time its
suppose
< // to be zero , we are just going to set it to zero . There
< // is no difference in performance between setting it to zero
< // and setting it to one. See step six for explanation of this
< // instruction .
< and myflags, 0xfffd
<
< // Step Eleven − This is the loading of the TR. Because this would be hard
to do
< // without lots of modifications to a real operation system
< // we are going to simulate this by loading a segment
selector (GS)
< // The load of this should perform all the same operations
as loading
< // a TR except for marking the task busy once again which is
already
< // done in step ten . We do not want to load SS though
because it performs
< // a lot different operations then the TR and other segment
selectors .
< mov gs, gs2
<
< /∗
< Step Twelve − Load all the values from the new task ’s tss into the
proper registers
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< This includes more then just those previously saved. The additional
< things that need to be changed are the LDT and CR3. To simulate the
< change of cs: eip a jmp will be performed at the end of this .
< ∗/
< mov gs, gs2
< mov fs, fs2 /∗ We cannot perform a mov cs, cs2 like another normal segment
reg . Simulating with this instead ∗/
< mov ss, ss2
< mov ds, ds2
< mov gs, gs2
< mov es, es2
< mov edi, edi2
< mov esi , esi2
< mov ebp, ebp2
< mov esp, esp2
< mov edx, edx2
< mov ecx, ecx2
< mov ebx, eax2
< mov esi , eflags2
< mov ebp, eip2
< lldt ldt2
< mov ebx, cr32
< mov CR3, ebx
< mov ebx, ebx2
<
< /∗
< Step Thirteen − Like with step five this step of loading and validating
the
< descriptors associated with each segment selector should be
< completed when the segment selectors were loaded in step twelve .
< ∗/
< jmp change cs eip




< End of simulation .
< The following is the finishing portion
< of the loop process . This is identical




< cmp eax, SWITCHES
< jl start loop
< end loop:
<
< /∗ Once the loop completes get the current cycle count ∗/
< cpuid
< rdtsc
< mov cs stoph , edx
< mov cs stopl , eax
< }
<
< /∗ Print final results ∗/
< cls () ;
< printf int (”Total Iterations : %d\n”, SWITCHES);
< printf int (” Start \n high: 0x%x :: ”, cs starth ) ;
< printf int (”0x%x\n”, cs startl ) ;
< printf int (”Stop\n high 0x%x :: ”, cs stoph ) ;
< printf int (”0x%x\n”, cs stopl ) ;
< printf 1str (”Done with all our switches\n”);
< printf 1str (”Halt!\n”) ;
< halt () ;
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B.10 Experiment Seven Source–Single Intel IA-32 Hardware
Context Switch
This section contains the modification made to the TCX LPSK source to measure the overhead
and performance of executing a single Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
B.10.1 Source Code Modifications Used to Measure Overhead
79,89d78
< #define SWITCHES 100000
<
< /∗ context switch test ∗/
< int switch counter = 0;
< int runs = 0;
< unsigned int cs starth = 0;
< unsigned int cs startl = 0;
< unsigned int cs stoph = 0;
< unsigned int cs stopl = 0;




< function declarations for the two
< functions which will perform the testing
< ∗/
< void process one (void) ;
<
233,234c215
< /∗ Comment out enabling of IRQ ( interrupts ) ∗/
< // pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
−−−
> pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
250,251c231
< /∗ Comment out enabling of timer (Hardware interrupt ) ∗/
< // timer init () ;
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−−−
> timer init () ;
928,938d899
< /∗
< Modify TSS one’s EIP field value
< so that a switch to it will start
< execution of process one . The
< value process one is the addresses
< of these the associated function .
< ∗/
< mytss [1]. eip = process one ;




< Get the current processor ’s cycle count value and
< save results into cs starth and cs startl .
< This is because the result returned from
< rdtsc is a 64−bit value and currently
< the watcom compiler does not handle 64−bit
< integers nicely enough to save it all into
< one value . So saving upper half of value into
< cs starth and lower half into cs startl . Each
< are 32−bit unsigned integer variables .
< ∗/





< mov cs starth , edx





< We are doing this because we have to do it
< in the real single switch inorder to load
< ds correctly . This is due to a watcom compiler
< bug.
< ∗/
< switch counter =1;
<
< /∗
< Execution of task switch dummy.
< No real switch !
< ∗/




< Perform the instruction executed
< at the beginning of the process one C function






< mov ebp, esp
< sub esp , 4
<
< /∗ Complete all instructions and grab end cycle count ∗/
< cpuid
< rdtsc
< mov cs stoph , edx




< /∗ Print out to the screen the final results ∗/
< printf int (” Start : 0x%x:”, cs starth ) ;
< printf int (”%x\n”, cs startl ) ;
< printf int (”Stop: 0x%x:”, cs stoph ) ;
< printf int (”%x\n”, cs stopl ) ;
<
< /∗ Halt system ∗/
< halt () ;
< /∗
< This should never get called ! However
< just incase something were to go wrong
< this is here to stop system execution .
< ∗/




< void process one (void){
< /∗ Empty function for this experiment (never executed ) ∗/
< }
<
B.10.2 Source Code Modifications Used To Measure Single Intel IA-32
Hardware Task Switch
79,88d78
< #define SWITCHES 1
<
< /∗ context switch test ∗/
< int switch counter = 0;
< unsigned int cs starth = 0;
< unsigned int cs startl = 0;
< unsigned int cs stoph = 0;
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< unsigned int cs stopl = 0;




< function declarations for the two
< functions which will perform the testing
< ∗/
< void process one (void) ;
<
232,233c215
< /∗ Comment out enabling of IRQ ( interrupts ) ∗/
< // pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
−−−
> pic enable irq (0x1,0x2); // enable kb ( irq1 ) . 2ˆ1 = 2
249,250c231
< /∗ Comment out enabling of timer (Hardware interrupt ) ∗/
< // timer init () ;
−−−
> timer init () ;
892,903c868,878
< /∗
< Modify TSS one’s EIP field value
< so that a switch to it will start
< execution of process one .
< The value process one
< is the addresses of the function .
< ∗/
< printf 1str (”Changing eip values\n”);
< mytss [1]. eip = process one ;
< process one tss = mytss sel [1];
<
940,985d901
< cls () ;
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< /∗ Print out for diagnostic purposes only ∗/
< printf int (”\n\nProcess One Address 0x%x\n”, process one);
< printf int (”Process One TSS 0x%x\n”, (unsigned int) process one tss ) ;
< printf int (”mytss [1]. eip = 0x%x\n”, mytss[1].eip ) ;
< printf int (”mytss [2]. eip = 0x%x\n”, mytss[2].eip ) ;
< printf int (”mytss [3]. eip = 0x%x\n”, mytss[3].eip ) ;
< printf int (”mytss [4]. eip = 0x%x\n”, mytss[4].eip ) ;
< printf int (”mytss [5]. eip = 0x%x\n”, mytss[5].eip ) ;
< printf int (”mytss [6]. eip = 0x%x\n”, mytss[6].eip ) ;
< printf int (”mytss [7]. eip = 0x%x\n”, mytss[7].eip ) ;
< spinner ( ’S’ , 1000, 0) ;
< printf 1str (” Starting Switching ...\ n”) ;
< spinner ( ’S’ , 1000, 0) ;
<
< /∗
< Get the current processor ’s cycle count value and
< save results into cs starth and cs startl .
< This is because the result returned from
< rdtsc is a 64−bit value and currently
< the watcom compiler does not handle 64−bit
< integers nicely enough to save it all into
< one value . So saving upper half of value into
< cs starth and lower half into cs startl . Each





< mov cs starth , edx




< Execute first task switch . Starting
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< execution of process one
< ∗/
< task switch asm ( process one tss , 0) ;
<
< /∗
< This should never get called ! However
< just incase something were to go wrong
< this is here to stop system execution .
< ∗/




< void process one (void){
< /∗
< This is needed because the watcom compile
< does not setup the data segment
< register (ds) , if the process starts with
< the asm block . This cost of this is
< subtracting in the overhead measurement.
< ∗/
< switch counter =1;
<




< mov cs stoph , edx
< mov cs stopl , eax
< }
<
< /∗ Print out to the screen the final results ∗/
< cls () ;
< printf int (” Iterations : %d\n”, switch counter ) ;
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< printf int (” Start : 0x%x:”, cs starth ) ;
< printf int (”%x\n”, cs startl ) ;
< printf int (”Stop: 0x%x:”, cs stoph ) ;
< printf int (”%x\n”, cs stopl ) ;
<
< /∗ Halt system ∗/






This appendix contains all the data collected from all experiments performed during the course
of this research.
To facilitate understanding of the results below, the following abbreviations are defined:
CPI Cycles Per Instruction
CPS Cycles Per Context Switch
C.1 RDTSC Instruction CPI Results
This section contains data collected during execution of measuring cycles per RDTSC instruc-
tion.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPI
1 11656724885286 11656734885392 10000106 100000 100.00
2 11656734962640 11656744962737 10000097 100000 100.00
3 11656745118601 11656755118698 10000097 100000 100.00
4 11656755143569 11656765143675 10000106 100000 100.00
5 11656765165469 11656775165566 10000097 100000 100.00
6 11656775187088 11656785187185 10000097 100000 100.00
7 11656785208358 11656795208464 10000106 100000 100.00
8 11656795229739 11656805229845 10000106 100000 100.00
9 11656805250874 11656815250979 10000105 100000 100.00
10 11656815272102 11656825272207 10000105 100000 100.00
11 11656825366421 11656835366518 10000097 100000 100.00
12 11656835469700 11656845469797 10000097 100000 100.00
13 11656845497728 11656855497825 10000097 100000 100.00
14 11656855520885 11656865520991 10000106 100000 100.00
15 11656865542462 11656875542559 10000097 100000 100.00
16 11656875563945 11656885564050 10000105 100000 100.00
Continued on Next Page. . .
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Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPI
17 11656885585147 11656895585253 10000106 100000 100.00
18 11656895606316 11656905606413 10000097 100000 100.00
19 11656905627629 11656915627726 10000097 100000 100.00
20 11656915648789 11656925648886 10000097 100000 100.00
21 11656925669991 11656935670088 10000097 100000 100.00
22 11656935691168 11656945691265 10000097 100000 100.00
23 11656945712362 11656955712468 10000106 100000 100.00
24 11656955768143 11656965768240 10000097 100000 100.00
25 11656965795151 11656975795256 10000105 100000 100.00
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C.2 CPUID Instruction CPI Results
This section contains data collected during execution of measuring cycles per CPUID instruc-
tion.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPI
1 12737852248094 12737896248939 44000845 100000 440.01
2 12737896485307 12737940486144 44000837 100000 440.01
3 12737940540153 12737984540981 44000828 100000 440.01
4 12737984568053 12738028568890 44000837 100000 440.01
5 12738028672734 12738072673630 44000896 100000 440.01
6 12738072699853 12738116700689 44000836 100000 440.01
7 12738116724013 12738161124843 44400830 100000 444.01
8 12738161145693 12738205546421 44400728 100000 444.01
9 12738205567127 12738249967854 44400727 100000 444.01
10 12738249988509 12738294389254 44400745 100000 444.01
11 12738294409628 12738338810373 44400745 100000 444.01
12 12738338948370 12738382949207 44000837 100000 440.01
13 12738382976721 12738426977575 44000854 100000 440.01
14 12738427000822 12738471401567 44400745 100000 444.01
15 12738471425205 12738515825933 44400728 100000 444.01
16 12738515909607 12738559910452 44000845 100000 440.01
17 12738560133075 12738604133912 44000837 100000 440.01
18 12738604162208 12738648163045 44000837 100000 440.01
19 12738648186522 12738692587343 44400821 100000 444.01
20 12738692608355 12738737009082 44400727 100000 444.01
21 12738737103092 12738781503913 44400821 100000 444.01
22 12738781562317 12738825563145 44000828 100000 440.01
23 12738825589971 12738869590807 44000836 100000 440.01
24 12738869613103 12738914013915 44400812 100000 444.01
25 12738914042535 12738958443254 44400719 100000 444.01
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C.3 Experiment One Results–Minimal Context Switch Cost
This section contains data collected during execution of Experiment One, which measured the
performance costs of changing the minimal amount of values that are needed to successfully
switch processor’s execution from one process to another, as defined by the Intel IA-32 hard-
ware context switch.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 5173947627803 5174070828537 123200734 100000 1232.01
2 5174070948404 5174194149138 123200734 100000 1232.01
3 5174194360677 5174317561564 123200887 100000 1232.01
4 5174317649242 5174440849959 123200717 100000 1232.01
5 5174440889271 5174564090141 123200870 100000 1232.01
6 5174564148953 5174687349619 123200666 100000 1232.01
7 5174687378519 5174810579193 123200674 100000 1232.01
8 5174810622985 5174933823847 123200862 100000 1232.01
9 5174934076229 5175057277116 123200887 100000 1232.01
10 5175057308625 5175180509334 123200709 100000 1232.01
11 5175180536636 5175303737319 123200683 100000 1232.01
12 5175303766627 5175426967301 123200674 100000 1232.01
13 5175427000902 5175550201593 123200691 100000 1232.01
14 5175550229371 5175673430029 123200658 100000 1232.01
15 5175673457067 5175796657776 123200709 100000 1232.01
16 5175796747638 5175919948312 123200674 100000 1232.01
17 5175919975589 5176043176323 123200734 100000 1232.01
18 5176043237633 5176166438495 123200862 100000 1232.01
19 5176166614011 5176289814686 123200675 100000 1232.01
20 5176289843841 5176413044889 123201048 100000 1232.01
21 5176413123888 5176536324571 123200683 100000 1232.01
22 5176536431110 5176659631785 123200675 100000 1232.01
23 5176659755383 5176782956270 123200887 100000 1232.01
24 5176783012634 5176906213334 123200700 100000 1232.01
25 5176906241690 5177029442356 123200666 100000 1232.01
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C.4 Experiment Two Results–MINIX 3 Software Context Switch
This section contains data collected during execution of Experiment Two. This experiment
measured the execution of 105 simulated MINIX 3 software context switches as defined in the
MINIX 3 source code.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 8803377428683 8803430229612 52800929 100000 528.01
2 8803430305372 8803482906067 52600695 100000 526.01
3 8803482934142 8803535534820 52600678 100000 526.01
4 8803535559963 8803588360730 52800767 100000 528.01
5 8803588386392 8803640987095 52600703 100000 526.01
6 8803641130235 8803693931002 52800767 100000 528.01
7 8803694031991 8803746832750 52800759 100000 528.01
8 8803746856601 8803799657266 52800665 100000 528.01
9 8803799678916 8803852479590 52800674 100000 528.01
10 8803852500976 8803905301658 52800682 100000 528.01
11 8803905331417 8803958132184 52800767 100000 528.01
12 8803958219258 8804011020026 52800768 100000 528.01
13 8804011052453 8804063853221 52800768 100000 528.01
14 8804063902495 8804116703263 52800768 100000 528.01
15 8804116735291 8804169535956 52800665 100000 528.01
16 8804169673775 8804222474560 52800785 100000 528.01
17 8804222502576 8804275303343 52800767 100000 528.01
18 8804275538581 8804328339348 52800767 100000 528.01
19 8804328367203 8804381167979 52800776 100000 528.01
20 8804381235163 8804434035913 52800750 100000 528.01
21 8804434068171 8804486868938 52800767 100000 528.01
22 8804486905837 8804539706528 52800691 100000 528.01
23 8804539792131 8804592592814 52800683 100000 528.01
24 8804592615305 8804645415987 52800682 100000 528.01
25 8804645436948 8804698237614 52800666 100000 528.01
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C.5 Experiment Three Results–Intel IA-32 Hardware Con-
text Switch
This section contains data collected during execution of Experiment Three, which measured the
performance of the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch.
C.5.1 TCX LPSK Assembly Function task switch dummy
The first set of results below are the measurements taken from executing the task switch dummy
function on the prototype TCX LPSK. The task switch dummy function is a simple assembler
function that performs all the same operations as task switch asm except for the far JMP that
initiates the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch. The measurement of task switch dummy was
performed to determine the number of cycles that are overhead in measuring the Intel IA-32
hardware context switch on the TCX LPSK.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 97191127b 972181fee 8850803 100000 88.51
2 a426433a4 a42eb4106 8850786 100000 88.51
3 b769f3af9 b7726484a 8850769 100000 88.51
4 a27c2df12 a2849ec64 8850770 100000 88.51
5 a522e3177 a52b53ec8 8850769 100000 88.51
6 992f1898a 993789706 8850812 100000 88.51
7 9624ea3d5 962d5b126 8850769 100000 88.51
8 94816f2d8 9489e003b 8850787 100000 88.51
9 9a907bddd 9a98ecb3f 8850786 100000 88.51
10 9dffd97de 9e084a538 8850778 100000 88.51
11 9c18edec7 9c215ec18 8850769 100000 88.51
12 938bef8fd 939460660 8850787 100000 88.51
13 a7ede3e33 a7f614b85 8588626 100000 85.89
14 bbdb19e4d bbe38abaf 8850786 100000 88.51
15 b0f82c091 b1009cdfc 8850795 100000 88.51
16 a93105ba1 a939768f2 8850769 100000 88.51
17 a2362d49b a23e9e1f5 8850778 100000 88.51
18 10c829e03f 10c8b0eda1 8850786 100000 88.51
19 af258e29c af2dff007 8850795 100000 88.51
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Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
20 a69cc5ceb a6a536a4d 8850786 100000 88.51
21 996c8d3e5 9974fe161 8850812 100000 88.51
22 9e5716f63 9e5f87cb4 8850769 100000 88.51
23 96e929f1a 96f19ac7d 8850787 100000 88.51
24 971a8bf14 9722fcc7f 8850795 100000 88.51
25 a93f610c1 a947d1e12 8850769 100000 88.51
C.5.2 Intel IA-32 Hardware Task Switch on TCX LPSK
The results below are those collected during measurement of the Intel IA-32 hardware task
switch as executed through the prototype TCX LPSK.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 c50b16d0d c624ce85c 295402319 100000 2954.02
2 b3a9e8695 b4c3a01b9 295402276 100000 2954.02
3 99addb768 9ac793174 295401996 100000 2954.02
4 9f191ade7 a032d2a57 295402608 100000 2954.03
5 acbf72d8d add92a72a 295401885 100000 2954.02
6 a6281f74d a741d70c0 295401843 100000 2954.02
7 b7694d75e b883052d8 295402362 100000 2954.02
8 ad65390cb ae7ef0a82 295401911 100000 2954.02
9 9a5a77f7f 9b742fa4e 295402191 100000 2954.02
10 9decb7807 9f066f235 295402030 100000 2954.02
11 a3cb7c74b a4e534245 295402234 100000 2954.02
12 9ffe311df a117e8b49 295401834 100000 2954.02
13 a63fe9faf a759a192a 295401851 100000 2954.02
14 96f502215 980eb9b77 295401826 100000 2954.02
15 9aea50c27 9c0408691 295402090 100000 2954.02
16 b1fbf118d b315a8b99 295401996 100000 2954.02
17 ab5dcb2fc ac7782c6f 295401843 100000 2954.02
18 ba1910f21 bb32c8969 295402056 100000 2954.02
19 ad06a557e ae205cf1c 295401886 100000 2954.02
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Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
20 c580bca70 c69a743c1 295401809 100000 2954.02
21 9bdcd9c81 9cf6915e3 295401826 100000 2954.02
22 a1eec93f0 a30880e51 295402081 100000 2954.02
23 9e3d0d3d4 9f56c4edf 295402251 100000 2954.02
24 a636f158d a750a90c3 295402294 100000 2954.02
25 a0269c580 a14053f37 295401911 100000 2954.02
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C.6 Experiment Four Results–Modified MINIX 3 Four Hard-
ware Privilege Level Supported Software Context Switch
This section contains data collected during execution of Experiment Four. This experiment
measured the execution of 105 simulated MINIX 3 software context switches that support all
four Intel hardware privilege levels.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 2184698174346 2184751375217 53200871 100000 532.01
2 2184751673083 2184804873869 53200786 100000 532.01
3 2184804927606 2184858128400 53200794 100000 532.01
4 2184858220634 2184911421411 53200777 100000 532.01
5 2184911460690 2184964661467 53200777 100000 532.01
6 2184964693623 2185017894358 53200735 100000 532.01
7 2185017917325 2185071117983 53200658 100000 532.01
8 2185071138621 2185124339288 53200667 100000 532.01
9 2185124453120 2185177653813 53200693 100000 532.01
10 2185177737665 2185230938460 53200795 100000 532.01
11 2185230964257 2185284164941 53200684 100000 532.01
12 2185284189353 2185337390156 53200803 100000 532.01
13 2185337417458 2185390618108 53200650 100000 532.01
14 2185390640378 2185443841062 53200684 100000 532.01
15 2185443862363 2185497063013 53200650 100000 532.01
16 2185497084025 2185550284667 53200642 100000 532.01
17 2185550342382 2185603543185 53200803 100000 532.01
18 2185603568923 2185656769573 53200650 100000 532.01
19 2185656819961 2185710020738 53200777 100000 532.01
20 2185710087412 2185763288181 53200769 100000 532.01
21 2185763392017 2185816592778 53200761 100000 532.01
22 2185816690120 2185869890889 53200769 100000 532.01
23 2185869941846 2185923142632 53200786 100000 532.01
24 2185923168608 2185976369275 53200667 100000 532.01
25 2185976454301 2186029654976 53200675 100000 532.01
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C.7 Experiment Five Results–Linux Software Simulation of
Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch
This section contains data collected during execution of Experiment Five. This experiment
measured the execution of a software simulation of the Intel IA-32 hardware task switch within
a Linux 2.6 kernel module.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 3319362763363 3319541564356 178800993 100000 1788.01
2 3319541751968 3319720552571 178800603 100000 1788.01
3 3319720714768 3319899515438 178800670 100000 1788.01
4 3319899621051 3320078421917 178800866 100000 1788.01
5 3320078590327 3320257391151 178800824 100000 1788.01
6 3320257507703 3320436308518 178800815 100000 1788.01
7 3320436365536 3320615166189 178800653 100000 1788.01
8 3320615198515 3320793999109 178800594 100000 1788.01
9 3320794104118 3320972904763 178800645 100000 1788.01
10 3320972935524 3321151736161 178800637 100000 1788.01
11 3321151796103 3321330596731 178800628 100000 1788.01
12 3321330659860 3321509460488 178800628 100000 1788.01
13 3321509551838 3321688352517 178800679 100000 1788.01
14 3321688380040 3321867180838 178800798 100000 1788.01
15 3321867236249 3322046037064 178800815 100000 1788.01
16 3322046067452 3322224868063 178800611 100000 1788.01
17 3322225080656 3322403881310 178800654 100000 1788.01
18 3322403983225 3322582783861 178800636 100000 1788.01
19 3322582813594 3322761614214 178800620 100000 1788.01
20 3322761670917 3322940471562 178800645 100000 1788.01
21 3322940504525 3323119305196 178800671 100000 1788.01
22 3323119333033 3323298133644 178800611 100000 1788.01
23 3323298270902 3323477071505 178800603 100000 1788.01
24 3323477139947 3323655940745 178800798 100000 1788.01
25 3323655969764 3323834770400 178800636 100000 1788.01
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C.8 Experiment Six Results–TCX LPSK Software Simula-
tion of Intel IA-32 Hardware Context Switch
This section contains data collected during execution of Experiment Six. This experiment mea-
sured the execution of a software simulation of the Intel IA-32 hardware task switch within the
prototype TCX LPSK.
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 7d891aa39 7e3ac18e9 186281648 100000 1862.82
2 78357cad2 78e723b48 186282102 100000 1862.82
3 77e51d465 7896c43d3 186281838 100000 1862.82
4 845d25425 850ecc53c 186282263 100000 1862.82
5 8218fcc82 82caa3cce 186282060 100000 1862.82
6 923486efa 92e62de29 186281775 100000 1862.82
7 9b2550aa0 9bd6f7914 186281588 100000 1862.82
8 870d509b9 87bef7814 186281563 100000 1862.82
9 839858d01 8449ffc74 186281843 100000 1862.82
10 884df85fc 88ff9f4b4 186281656 100000 1862.82
11 7bc108d7c 7c72afccd 186281809 100000 1862.82
12 84c8250a5 8579cbf3b 186281622 100000 1862.82
13 8413aa394 84c551219 186281605 100000 1862.82
14 7f4530dc5 7ff6d7c8e 186281673 100000 1862.82
15 8a3040641 8ae1e74f1 186281648 100000 1862.82
16 878b2c24e 883cd3197 186281801 100000 1862.82
17 90ac72e08 915e19caf 186281639 100000 1862.82
18 87aace0bc 885c74f52 186281622 100000 1862.82
19 8725f04a1 87d797459 186281912 100000 1862.82
20 8151073d6 8202ae275 186281631 100000 1862.82
21 79434a9ca 79f4f19c5 186281979 100000 1862.82
22 8b22d75d5 8bd47e551 186281852 100000 1862.82
23 8c9470757 8d4617686 186281775 100000 1862.82
24 8d56798ee 8e0820795 186281639 100000 1862.82
25 7cf67856f 7da81f427 186281656 100000 1862.82
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C.9 Experiment Seven Results–Single Intel IA-32 Hardware
Context Switch
This section contains data collected during execution of Experiment Seven. This experiment
measured the performance of executing a single Intel IA-32 hardware task switch on the proto-
type TCX LPSK. This experiment contains two sets of results. The first set of results in Sec-
tion C.9.1, show the measured overhead of executing a single hardware context switch within
the TCX LPSK. The second set of results in Section C.9.2, present the results from the mea-
surement of the Intel IA-32 hardware context switch within the TCX LPSK.
C.9.1 Overhead of Single Execution of Intel IA-32 Hardware Task Switch
on TCX LPSK
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 7daf3b4b9 7daf3b772 697 1 697.00
2 8dbca7abc 8dbca7d75 697 1 697.00
3 ae0e53766 ae0e53a1f 697 1 697.00
4 8bd1ad170 8bd1ad429 697 1 697.00
5 80c79d79a 80c79da53 697 1 697.00
6 8c6875d2a 8c6875fe3 697 1 697.00
7 9a230ce00 9a230d0b9 697 1 697.00
8 a30705445 a307056fe 697 1 697.00
9 b436e2aa1 b436e2d5a 697 1 697.00
10 7bd430625 7bd4308de 697 1 697.00
11 97f999cda 97f999f93 697 1 697.00
12 8d1808bff 8d1808eb8 697 1 697.00
13 819e0d192 819e0d44b 697 1 697.00
14 a720db4c1 a720db77a 697 1 697.00
15 8a5a683d2 8a5a6868b 697 1 697.00
16 9810ea12c 9810ea3e5 697 1 697.00
17 8ff5c16c0 8ff5c1971 689 1 689.00
18 8827d2181 8827d243a 697 1 697.00
19 8eb137338 8eb1375e9 689 1 689.00
20 8be4f81ac 8be4f8465 697 1 697.00
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Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
21 8bfb08f5e 8bfb09217 697 1 697.00
22 82c04867c 82c04892d 689 1 689.00
23 ae26b73c4 ae26b7675 689 1 689.00
24 8e70e5ce9 8e70e5fa2 697 1 697.00
25 78539520a 7853954c3 697 1 697.00
C.9.2 Single Execution of Intel IA-32 Hardware Task Switch on TCX
LPSK
Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
1 85560ca11 85560db3b 4394 1 4394.00
2 7f9845ac1 7f9846bf4 4403 1 4403.00
3 79e8b0aaa 79e8b1be6 4412 1 4412.00
4 7c93c9bb4 7c93cacf0 4412 1 4412.00
5 8168d97e6 8168da922 4412 1 4412.00
6 780d0d72d 780d0e860 4403 1 4403.00
7 7fe8cde39 7fe8cef63 4394 1 4394.00
8 76bd83114 76bd84250 4412 1 4412.00
9 7dc67ace5 7dc67be0f 4394 1 4394.00
10 84ee17be5 84ee18d0f 4394 1 4394.00
11 8093a92dd 8093aa407 4394 1 4394.00
12 85a4d87d9 85a4d9903 4394 1 4394.00
13 83e3e7970 83e3e8aac 4412 1 4412.00
14 7f516ad1d 7f516be47 4394 1 4394.00
15 7a0ed4b74 7a0ed5c9e 4394 1 4394.00
16 894e736cd 894e747f7 4394 1 4394.00
17 bc55ba68a bc55bb7c6 4412 1 4412.00
18 76d012ae8 76d013c12 4394 1 4394.00
19 a1ad13202 a1ad1433e 4412 1 4412.00
20 b62eab351 b62eac484 4403 1 4403.00
21 7b6d383e1 7b6d39514 4403 1 4403.00
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Run Start Cycle Count End Cycle Count Total Cycles Numb. Of Switches CPS
22 a091a45d1 a091a56fb 4394 1 4394.00
23 796ef4546 796ef5682 4412 1 4412.00
24 8030d11de 8030d231a 4412 1 4412.00
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